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Introduction

Incidents involving vessels in the marine and inland waterway environment are not commonplace
for fire and rescue personnel; they can be complex to deal with, ranging from incidents involving
small vessels to large sea-going vessels, and can include military vessels.
The scope of this guidance refers to fires on board vessels within the statutory responsibility of the
fire and rescue service. If a casualty vessel is situated outside of the statutory responsibility (i.e. offshore, mid-stream, mid-lake, outside 'the area' defined under the Act) it must be recognised it may
eventually come alongside and become a statutory duty of the relevant fire authority.
A fire on a vessel is a hazard because of the way vessels are constructed, with difficult access and
egress and the possibility of fire spreading beyond the compartment involved through conduction
via metal bulkheads and air handling machinery.
To fight any vessel fire effectively, firefighters must be familiar with the basic details of:
Vessel construction, design and terminology
On-board fire protection and firefighting media
General issues such as liaison with other authorities, emergency plans, responsibility for
control of operations and safety precautions
Vessel stability
Within this context, firefighters must have regard to the features of different vessels, and their
present condition (e.g. loaded or unloaded) and they may need to adjust their operations
accordingly.
This guidance assumes that the affected vessel can be brought alongside for the purposes of
firefighting. Fire and rescue services should consider foreseeable risks within their area when
planning to respond to incidents involving fires on board vessels.
For the purpose of this guidance a ship is considered to be any vessel over 30 metres in length or
over 300 gross tonnes.
Fires on board smaller vessels and craft may also pose further difficulties, arising from, but not
exhaustive to:
Location
Access
Water supplies
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Construction
Fire spread to neighbouring vessels/craft
Because of the specific nature of firefighting on board vessels, this guidance addresses specific
hazards, control measures and firefighting techniques that will assist fire and rescue service
personnel dealing with these types of fires.
For information regarding working in, on or near water see National Operational Guidance: Water
rescue and flooding.
The guidance should be read in conjunction with National Operational Guidance: Fires and
firefighting, Transport and other associated parts of the framework.

Legislation

Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 (The Act) [England and Wales]
Fire (Scotland) Act 2005 (The Scotland Act) [Scotland]
Fire and Rescue Services (Northern Ireland) Order 2006 (The NI Order) [Northern Ireland]
Local Government Act 1972
Merchant Shipping Act 1995

Risk management plan

Each fire and rescue authority must develop their strategic direction through their risk
management plan. To determine the extent of their firefighting capability, strategic managers will
consider their statutory duties and the foreseeable risk within their area.
Work to identify risk and prepare operational plans should consider all stakeholders, including local
emergency planning groups and the fire and rescue service risk management plan.
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Responsibility of fire and rescue services

Fire and rescue services are responsible, under legislation and regulations, for developing policies
and procedures and to provide information, instruction, training and supervision to their personnel
about foreseeable hazards and the control measures used to reduce the risks arising from those
hazards.
This guidance sets out to provide fire and rescue services with sufficient knowledge about the
potential hazards their personnel could encounter when attending incidents. Fire and rescue
services should ensure their policies, procedures and training cover all of the hazards and control
measures contained within this guidance.

Hazard - Inaccurate situational awareness: On
board vessels
Hazard Knowledge
When the incident commander arrives at any vessel they may be required to take over or accept
the responsibility for firefighting operations, from the ship's master, captain or devolved nominated
representative, the owner, port authorities, a dedicated fire and rescue marine response (FRMR)
team officer or a salvor.
On larger vessels, the chief engineer or their officers may also be able to help with expertise in their
field. From them, and by examining the vessel plans, the incident commander should obtain details
of the incident, the vessel, its cargo, the firefighting measures already implemented or planned and
any relevant factors, such as the general state of the vessel's stability.
Information required will include:
Whether people are unaccounted for, and where they were last seen
Where the vessel is berthed
The stability of the vessel - refer to Transport: Unstable vessel
The location of the fire
The nature of the materials involved, for more information regarding construction of vessels
see Construction of vessels
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Details of any dangerous goods stowed near the fire (anything likely to explode, react
violently or produce toxic gases)
Boundary starvation
Access to the fire
Current and predicted tidal information that may affect firefighting operations, vessel
stability, access and egress
Whether on-board firefighting systems are operating or operable
Whether the main and auxiliary engines are operable
Whether mechanical ventilation systems are operating or operable
Ship's plans should be marked up using consistent symbols to promote intraoperability and
interoperability between emergency responders, see table below:
Annotation

Symbol

Seat of fire/s

Smoke-logged areas

Hot spots on six sides of fire compartment
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Boundary cooling and firefighting jets

Areas searched by fire teams

Primary containment boundary

Secondary containment boundary

The vessel's personnel will usually be able to assist by operating doors, pumps, valves, etc. and by
acting as guides. If ventilation equipment is running when the fire and rescue service arrives, the
incident commander will need to consult with the vessel's master or their engineer as to whether
this should be turned off.
A standard type of abbreviated informative message should also be considered as an early first
impression of the incident, such as:
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Type of vessel
Name of vessel
Tonnage of vessel
Location of vessel (e.g. berthing point, jetty number, dry dock)
Cargo on board
Location and extent of fire hazard
Summary of resources in use including ships systems/crews
Some vessels in British territorial waters may have on-board security or anti-piracy measures
including small arms.
See National Operational Guidance: Fires and firefighting
See National Operational Guidance: Incident command

Control measure - Responsible person: Fires on
board vessels
Control measure knowledge
The master is ultimately responsible for the vessel and all its crew, passengers, cargo, etc. However,
in their absence this responsibility can be devolved to a nominated representative. Where possible
the incident commander should make contact with the vessel's master on arrival at the incident.
Where there is no obvious responsible person, master or owner, the incident commander must
implement operational procedures to save life, protect property and reduce any impact on the
environment.
Other relevant stakeholders for liaison may include:
Category 1 and 2 responders
Port authorities
Harbour masters
Salvors
Insurance companies
Owners
Secretary of State's Representative for Maritime Salvage and Intervention
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The incident commander should obtain details of the vessel's fire plan, the incident, the vessel, its
cargo and any firefighting measures already implemented, which will include information on the:
Current firefighting operations being undertaken
Evacuation, invacuation or disembarkation of passengers and/or crew
Sections of the vessel enclosed by fire-resisting bulkheads
Fire detection systems activated
Status of on-board fire suppression fixed installations
Availability of fixed and portable fire appliances and firefighting equipment
Means of access to the various decks and compartments
Status of ventilation system, including particulars of the master fan controls
Status of compartment doors and watertight hatches
Position of dampers
The location of the international ship-to-shore connection
Available closed circuit television (CCTV) coverage

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Undertake vessel firefighting training for all personnel who may be exposed to this type of
incident

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Confirm that fire and rescue service assistance is required and ask for permission to board
the vessel
Question the responsible person, other responders and witnesses to understand incident
factors and history
Ensure a thorough brief is obtained from the vessel's master or their nominated
representative
Ascertain any prior and ongoing firefighting actions taken by on board teams

Control measure - Scene survey: Fires on board
vessels
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Control measure knowledge
A full scene survey of the incident should be carried out at the earliest opportunity; this may
require using other vessels or resources to assess the incident.
Available resources may include:
Port authority vessels (e.g. tugs or pilot vessels)
Fire and rescue service vessels
Privately-owned vessels
Fire and rescue service aerial appliances
Fire and rescue service resources
Other services resources (e.g. military or police air assets)
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or drones
The scene survey should also include smoke and thermal scanning. Using thermal imaging
equipment for both locating the fire and for assessing the effect of the fire on adjoining
compartments will provide vital information. The incident commander should be mindful that
insulated bulkheads may result in false temperature readings.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Consider having a memorandum of understanding with port authorities and other agencies
relating to the agreed actions at incidents involving vessels

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that a scene survey is carried out at the earliest opportunity
Ensure that all personnel are fully briefed on the current hazards, risks, control measures and
tactical mode
Identify the location of any available ship to shore connection
Use ships plan and on-board systems in liaison with the vessel’s personnel to confirm the
location of the fire
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Identify the presence and effectiveness of any on board or infrastructure fixed installations

Control measure - Thermal imaging or scanning

Control measure knowledge
Thermal imaging cameras (TIC) and other thermal scanning equipment are devices that form an
image using emitted infrared radiation as opposed to normal visible radiation. They gather
information when normal observation may be inhibited due to smoke or lack of lighting. They also
provide the option to search for specific points of interest such as casualties or seats of fire, which
may not be obviously visible through the normal spectrum. In some situations, firespread may not
be visible to the naked eye, but may be detected using TICs.
The range of thermal image cameras available is wide and they have varying specifications.
However, many cameras have a numerical and colour gradient temperature scale, which may assist
crews attempting to locate a fire and any causalities or for thermal scanning of a building.
The heat energy radiated from the objects in the form of infrared waves is picked up by the TIC,
which is then able to identify the energy differences from the objects being scanned and convert
the readings into visual images. The image displayed is therefore based on temperature
differential.
Images may be displayed in black and white or in a colour range. The TIC manufacturer's
information should be referred to for descriptions of how higher or hotter temperatures will be
displayed on their equipment.
TICs are available in different sizes and as an integral part of a number of different resources:
Hand-held
Helmet-mounted
Emergency fire vehicle-mounted
Self-contained
Remote-controlled
Aircraft-mounted (helicopter, drone and aeroplane)
Thermal imaging equipment can offer considerable benefits to incident commanders during the
information gathering stage of an incident, including:
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Establishing possible seats of fire
Establishing the extent of firespread
Establishing internal fire conditions and assessing the need for defensive or offensive action
Searching for casualties inside a structure
Wider search for casualties (during road traffic collisions, aircraft crashes, railway incidents,
incidents in the open)
Improved search capability during low light or low visibility
Locating the seat of fire in large fuel supplies (for example in landfill or waste management
centres)
Locating hot spots, bullseyes, small areas of combustion or heating
Establishing heat spread to adjacent hazards and fuel supplies
Establishing sources of overheating in electrical or mechanical scenarios (for example lighting
chokes, vehicle brakes)
Establishing compromises or weaknesses in fire resistance
Locating hot spots in cylinders, vessels or pipework
Recording images and videos, which can assist subsequent investigations or debriefs
Assisting the incident commander via video link to command and control units
Operators of thermal imaging cameras should be aware that:
The equipment may not be intrinsically safe, limiting its use in some hazardous environments
Some surfaces can reflect or absorb infrared radiation, causing images to be misleading to an
operator. For example, the devices often depict areas of the same temperature in the same
shade or colour. This can obscure some hazards such as pits, surface liquid or unsafe ground
which may be dangerous for operators in that area
Equipment using a different spectrum should not be relied on as a total replacement for
normal vision. Standard service procedures for moving in smoke and darkness must be
maintained and great care should be taken to ensure that personnel remain safe because
battery power may be lost rapidly with little warning
Images displayed on the devices are computerised images created from the sensor
equipment. Allowances should therefore be made for alterations to the actual size and
distances involved for the objects on display
Images may be misleading as sensors may not differentiate between the heat of a fire versus
the reflected heat from the sun on surfaces such as glass or polished metal. Well-insulated
structures (e.g. sandwich panelled premises) do not readily allow for the passage of infrared
radiation. Using a TIC may therefore indicate weaknesses in a structure but may not give any
indication as to the conditions within it.
A video developed by Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue Service shows the use of thermal
scanning as part of its future firefighting techniques programme.
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Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Develop tactical guidance and support arrangements for the actions to take, and hazards
associated, with the use of thermal image cameras
Consider using thermal image cameras with video link facilities
Ensure all personnel receive information, instruction and training in the use and limitations of
thermal imaging equipment

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider using a range of thermal imaging resources such as aerial appliances, drones and
helicopters
Consider using thermal imaging equipment for scanning when carrying out a scene survey
Adopt a systematic approach when using thermal imaging cameras to scan and search an
area

Control measure - Locate the fire

Control measure knowledge
The incident commander should consider gathering information gathering from the ship's crew to
help identify and locate the fire. Ships crews may also be available to act as wayfinders or guides to
lead responding fire and rescue service teams to the appropriate scene of operations.
If the vessel's fire defence systems are still live, examining the fire detectors or fixed installations
displays in conjunction with the vessel's plans may give a good indication of the location of the fire.
All available information should be confirmed, collected and analysed before confirming the
location of the seat of the fire.
Visible indicators of fire locations may include:
The presence of flame
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The presence of smoke, its density and temperature, whether it is being discharged from
ventilators or other openings
Heat damage
Bulkhead or deck head discoloration
Blistering or burning off paintwork
Steaming off from application of water spray
On-board systems that may also assist with identifying (but are not restricted to) the location of the
fire includes:
Temperature monitoring equipment
Bulkhead thermometers
The vessel's temperature monitoring system
Fire detection or suppression systems that have activated
Closed-circuit television (CCTV)

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Where a risk is identified, ensure suitable and sufficient training is provided on locating fires
on board vessels

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Use on-board systems, in liaison with the vessel's personnel, to confirm the location of the
fire

Control measure - Identify whether cargo is
involved
Control measure knowledge
Details of any cargo carried should be listed and should be available from the vessel's cargo
manifest, vessel owners, coastguard, port authorities, agents or insurers. This may include cargo in
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static containers, road-going heavy goods vehicles (HGV), bulk carriers and designated cargo holds.
Firefighters must remember that cargoes can be very varied. Some are inherently dangerous, while
others may become so when they react to heat or water. Some cargoes, although not chemically
dangerous, pose a risk to the safety of the vessel and, indirectly, to life, because they affect the
vessel's stability by moving about or by swelling as a result of absorbing water.
Conversely, the inappropriate use of a fire extinguishing medium, or using the wrong medium, can
cause unnecessary damage to cargo.
Removing or moving cargo from the vessel or any adjoining compartments as part of the incident
plan should form part of any joint decision making process, which may include:
The ship's master or nominated representative
Harbour master
Port authorities
Local authorities
Owners
Insurers
See National Operational Guidance: Hazardous Materials

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Make arrangements with ports that allow responding crews to access cargo manifests

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Access any available information to identify the cargo (e.g. manifest, crew knowledge)
Identify whether the incident should be reclassified as a hazardous materials response
Agree actions relating to the movement of cargo and salvage operations with the ships
master
Identify if the vessel is compliant with the International Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG)
Code
Identify presence of hazardous materials on board (e.g. cylinders, illegal activities)
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Hazard - Insufficient resources: On board vessels

Hazard Knowledge
Fires on board vessels are likely to require specialist resources and these may take time to
assemble. The incident commander will therefore need to prioritise actions and implement the
incident plan as and when the correct resources are available at the scene.

Control measure - Specialist resources: Fires on
board vessels
Control measure knowledge
Due to the nature of a vessel fire and the unique firefighting actions that may be required, fire and
rescue services may need to request specialist advice and equipment, which can come from:
Marine tactical advisers requested through the Fire and Rescue Services National Coordination Centre (NR Fire Control)
Specialist teams that are available in neighbouring or nearby fire and rescue services, such as
declared fire and rescue marine response (FRMR) teams
Specialist equipment
Insurers
Vessel owners
Salvage companies
Port or harbour authorities
Environmental agencies
Her Majesty's (HM) Coastguard

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that arrangements are in place to request and mobilise specialist resources to
incidents involving fires on board vessels
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Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Identify the resources currently available to take immediate action and request those likely to
be needed to deliver a full incident plan
Request specialist resources, considering specialist firefighting teams, fire boats, water rescue
teams or tugs
Consider requesting advice from tactical advisers and subject matter experts (e.g. HMCG,
SOSREP)
Establish communication with remote tactical advisers, subject matter experts and specialist
resources

Hazard - Working near water or other liquids

Hazard Knowledge
For the purposes of this guidance ‘working near water or other liquids’ is considered to
be working within three metres. This distance may be adjusted following a risk assessment.
Working near water, or other liquids, presents a hazard; personnel could accidentally enter the
water or liquid, with the risk of:
Submersion
Entanglement
Cold water shock
Hypothermia
Contamination
Drowning
The risk of accidental entry into the water or liquid may depend upon the nature of operational
activity being performed, and the necessity to work in the area.
The environment surrounding the water or liquid may increase the risk of accidental entry. The
factors that may affect this include:
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Underfoot conditions
Stability of the surrounding area
Gradient
Lack of guarding or barriers
Weather conditions
Visibility
For more information on personnel working on or in water, see National Operational
Guidance: Water rescue and flooding – Working environment: Water rescue and flooding.
For more information on operational activity in the context of docks, harbours, marinas, canals and
rivers, see National Operational Guidance: Transport

Control measure - Asses the risk of working near
water or other liquids
Control measure knowledge
A risk assessment when personnel are working near water or other liquids should take into
account:
The necessity of working near water or other liquids
The required proximity to the water or other liquids
The number of personnel required
The operational activity that will take place
The likelihood of accidental entry due to:
Underfoot conditions
Stability of the surrounding area
Gradient
Lack of guarding or barriers
Weather conditions
Visibility
The level of danger presented by the water or other liquids, such as:
Depth
Temperature
Type of liquid, including potential contaminants
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Speed of flow

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Make risk information regarding the presence of water, or other liquids, available to
operational personnel

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Avoid working near water or other liquids where possible
Commit the minimum number of personnel to the hazard area when working near water or
other liquids
Assess the risk of accidental entry into water or other liquids

Control measure - Safe system of work: Working
near water or other liquids
Control measure knowledge
Where possible the risk of accidentally entering water or other liquids should be mitigated by
using:
Cordons
Suitable existing or improvised guarding or barriers
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Work restraint systems
Personnel working near water or other liquids should wear personal floatation devices that are
compatible with existing personal protective equipment (PPE). The wearing of fire helmets when
working near water or other liquids should take into account the operational activity being
performed and the risk of accidental entry into water.
For control measures for working on or in water see National Operational Guidance: Water rescue
and flooding.
For information regarding work restraints see National Operational Guidance: Subsurface, height,
structures and confined spaces- Unguarded edges.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Provide suitable PPE and equipment for working near water or other liquids

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Identify and communicate the presence of water or other liquids to all responders
Ensure that personnel operate on the safe side of suitable existing or improvised guarding or
barriers near water or other liquids
Assess hydrology and status of water or other liquids - depth, temperature, type of liquid,
speed of flow
Investigate the possibility of rising waters and increased flow from tides, flooding, sluice gates
Use work restraint or fall arrest systems for personnel working near water or other liquids
Appoint a safety officer to monitor the hazard presented by water or other liquids
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Ensure that personnel wear suitable PPE and personal flotation devices when working near
water or other liquids

Hazard - Restricted access and egress: On board
vessels
Hazard Knowledge
Vessel fires often need multi-agency involvement. This, along with the busy environment of a port
or harbour, makes ensuring the control of all agencies embarking and disembarking the vessel a
key consideration.
Due to the complicated layout of vessels, getting to the location of the fire to carry out firefighting
operations may be difficult, due to the type of vessel and its construction.
See National Operational Guidance: Incident command

Control measure - Boarding control procedures

Control measure knowledge
To maintain control of personnel embarking or disembarking the vessel, suitable arrangements
should be put in place, under the control of the incident commander, to record the number of all
personnel and their whereabouts.
To establish boarding control, in addition to an inner cordon point, a single point of access to the
vessel should also be maintained using a system to record times, names, activities and location of
those on board.
Anyone passing through this point will have received a safety brief on the evacuation strategy,
which will include:
The evacuation signal
The whereabouts of an alternative egress or evacuation point, such as:
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Fire and rescue service ladders
Fire and rescue service aerial appliances
Vessel's own escape system
Accommodation, pilot ladder or platform
The assembly point for dockside roll call

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Provide a recording system that supports boarding control and emergency evacuation at
incidents involving vessels

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that inner and outer cordons are established, identified and communicated
Control access to the inner cordon using methods proportionate to the size and complexity of
the incident
Establish appropriate boarding control procedures for any personnel required to go on board
a vessel

Control measure - Safe access and egress: Fires
on board vessels
Control measure knowledge
Once on board the vessel, access and egress for firefighting operations are likely to pose significant
challenges. Once the location of the fire has been identified, it is important to determine the best
route for firefighters, bearing in mind the difficulties of handling hose lines or other equipment in
enclosed spaces. Good practice is to have a second point of egress where possible.
The vessel's crew and on-board firefighting teams may be able to advise or guide teams on the
most suitable route to a scene of operations. Using the vessel's plan in consultation with the
vessel's personnel will also aid decision making on possible access and egress routes. Selecting the
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most suitable access points to different parts of the vessel is not always straightforward. Crews
should take approaching the fire from the deck above and/or below into consideration.
As access for firefighting teams may be complicated, maintaining good access and egress is
critically important for the safety of firefighting teams. Firefighters should note that it may be
necessary to wedge heavy doors open to avoid hose lines being cut and retreat avenues being
obstructed. Watertight doors need to be managed appropriately, and in conjunction with the
vessel's crew, by controlling them locally through hydraulic pumping or operating them remotely,
from the vessel's bridge. Wherever possible firefighters should establish manual control of
watertight doors locally where personnel are working.
Current and predicted tidal information may affect firefighting access and egress via ladders,
gangways, pontoons and craft due to rise and fall of the casualty vessel whilst moored alongside.
All access and egress points should be constantly monitored during fire service operations.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Make tidal information available via service control rooms

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure there are alternative methods of emergency egress to a place of safety (e.g. off the
vessel)
Consult the vessel's plans and liaise with the vessel's crew regarding safe access and egress
routes
Identify and communicate safe, planned routes to the scene of operations
Ensure there are alternative methods of emergency egress
Communicate the emergency evacuation signal and muster point arrangements to all
personnel
Consider the effect of rising and falling water level on access and egress arrangements
Consider the impact of the infrastructure on safe access and egress routes
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Hazard - Ineffective communications: Confined

space

Hazard Knowledge
In some confined space environments, barriers and distances can be assumed to make normal
communications ineffective. Communications may also fail during the course of the operation.

Control measure - Effective communication

Control measure knowledge
The aim at every incident is to integrate communications and decision-making between the incident
commander, operational personnel and fire control rooms.
Effective communication is fundamental to achieving successful and safe resolution of incidents. It
provides the incident commander with knowledge about the situation and progress of tasks.
Obtaining accurate and timely information is crucial to underpin situational awareness and
subsequent decision-making. It helps the incident commander perform the role in a confident and
determined manner and thereby assert their leadership and authority.
Communication also plays a vital role in co-ordinating activities, completing tasks and handover of
command. Sharing accurate and timely information is also critical for helping others to have a
common understanding of the situation, what is happening and what needs to happen next. Even
the most effective plans will only work if the people putting them into practice understand them.
As well as exchanging information, good communication helps to build relationships between
people. These relationships are important so that people are effective when they carry out their
tasks to resolve the incident. Incident commanders should be aware that effective communication
is essential for good leadership and makes it easier for people to follow instructions, understand
briefings and have confidence in what is being stated.
Effective communication should:
Provide information that is:
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Clear
Relevant and concise
Timely
Be easily understood
Be delivered confidently
Include active listening
Ensure verbal and non-verbal communications are aligned
Ensure assumptions are questioned
Key principles should be considered when establishing an effective communication strategy to
ensure:
The communication structure and strategy is appropriate for the size, type and location of the
incident
Communications will be effective and resilient
That information received in support of the incident is accurate, appropriate and timely
That information is obtained from a reliable and credible source, or if not that it is checked
and verified
That appropriate methods of communicating information are used if there are security
implications, or the need to relay sensitive or distressing information
The appropriate recipients are provided with relevant information, via an appropriate method
The relevance of the information
A good flow of information is one of the most important assets for an incident. An incident
commander should ensure they:
Gather information, issue orders and receive situation reports
Issue orders to personnel
Receive situation reports from all areas, including sector commanders
Assess and provide for the needs of other agencies, and plan to meet with them
Carry out a risk assessment and add this to the briefing on arrival
Brief personnel about the tasks they need to perform and the hazards and risks they face
Thoroughly brief personnel to share any safety critical information
A structured method, such as using an IIMARCH (Information, Intent, Method, Administration, Risk
assessment, Communications and Humanitarian issues) template, may help incident commanders
when preparing a brief. Further information on this approach, and a Word version of the IIMARCH
template, can be found on the JESIP website. The JESIP Mobile App includes a prompt for use of the
IIMARCH briefing tool, with the ability to share.
For multi-agency incidents the M/ETHANE message protocol can be used to exchange information
about the incident with other responders via the fire control room and other agencies’ control
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rooms.
Incident commanders may also hold briefings on the way to an incident. The extent of the briefing
will depend on the type and scale of the incident. If personnel have little experience of the incident
type, or there is high risk, a comprehensive briefing should be provided.
It will be necessary to organise safety briefings. As the incident develops, or if the risk of injury
increases, those briefings may need to be more comprehensive.
Incident commanders should also establish suitable arrangements for communications. This is
usually the role of command support under the guidance of the incident commander, and may
include:
Establishing communication links with fire control rooms
Ensuring they correctly assign radio channels and call signs
Establishing communications with other agencies
The use of talk groups
Requesting the support of a communications tactical adviser
Establishing communications with sector commanders and other command support
functions to receive regular situation reports
Ensuring sector commanders can communicate between themselves
Using local systems; some new and complex buildings and structures, including those
extending underground, have communication systems installed for use by emergency
services
Effective handover
Ensuring there is an effective handover between commanders is a crucial step in the handing over
of command. It is an important stage in the formation of the new commander’s situational
awareness, which will be partially based on the situational awareness of the current commander
and will be further developed from the range of information that will be gathered. Failure to
conduct an effective handover can lead to poor situational awareness and can result in
inappropriate or ineffective decisions being made.
Handovers should be conducted in a systematic way. There are a range of methods for handing
over, which should include:
Information on the incident
Information on the risks
Information on the resources
The plan, including:
Objectives
Tactical priorities
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Operational tactics
The incident command structure and communication lines
Key decisions, using the decision controls to articulate for each:
What the goals were
What they expected to happen
How the benefits justified the risks
Further information may be found in Incident command: Knowledge, skills and competence:
Interpersonal communication.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure there is resilience in all their communication strategies and aligned equipment used
on the incident ground
Test the compatibility of communications equipment, systems and processes with
neighbouring fire and rescue services and other agencies
Ensure appropriate control measures are in place to support reinstating operational
communication across all aspects of operational incident command in the event of
equipment and strategy failure

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Establish and maintain an incident ground communication plan considering other agencies
and remote resources
Pass information to fire control rooms in a timely way
Provide regular situation updates to all responders
Establish incident ground communications considering working environment and
infrastructure
Establish resilient telecommunications with other responding agencies and consider talk
groups
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Control measure - Establish effective
communications
Control measure knowledge
An effective communication system must be in place and should enable communication between:
All personnel working inside the confined space
Personnel inside the confined space and those outside
An effective communication system should be in place to enable further resources to be requested
in case of emergency. The equipment used for communication should take account of the other
equipment, personal protective equipment (PPE) and respiratory protective equipment (RPE) that is
used when working in confined spaces. Where there is a risk of flammable or potentially explosive
atmospheres, all communication equipment that may be used in a confined space must also be
protected so that it does not present a source of ignition.
Alternatives to normal communications should be considered, including dedicated urban search
and rescue (USAR) capability and existing on-site systems (if functional). A leaky feeder system and
deploy repeaters should be requested, if available.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure communication systems are effective in subsurface and tunnel environments
Conduct regular communication checks to ensure equipment continues to function
Implement fallback procedures should there be a failure in the communications equipment
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Hazard - Fire and thermal radiation: On board
vessels
Hazard Knowledge
Fires on board vessels present unique challenges to responding fire and rescue service personnel
due to:
Vessel construction
Compartmentation
Open plan areas
Complicated layouts
Confined spaces
Vessel materials
Vessel cargoes
Ventilation systems
Restricted access and egress
Travel distances to scene of operations
Before opening any compartment that has been sealed due to firefighting operations, a suitable
and sufficient risk assessment should be undertaken and agreed with the ship's master or
nominated representative.
The dangers associated with re-opening any compartment cannot be underestimated, due to the
possibility of:
Fire gas explosion
Backdraught
Untenable atmospheres created by inert gases, high-expansion foams or products of
combustion
Extreme heat conditions
Unstable cargo
General condition of that compartment post incident
Depending on the size of the incident it may be necessary to wait to accumulate sufficient suitable
resources before implementing an offensive mode of operation.
For more information regarding construction of vessels see Construction of vessels
See National Operational Guidance: Fires and firefighting.
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Control measure - Select an appropriate
firefighting method
Control measure knowledge
The fire tetrahedron identifies the four components needed for burning to take place. To extinguish
a fire it is largely a matter of depriving the fire of one or more of these factors, so methods of
extinguishing fire can be classified in terms of removing these factors.
All fires can be extinguished by cooling, smothering, starving or by interrupting the combustion
process to extinguish the fire.
Cooling: limiting temperature by increasing the rate at which heat is lost from the burning
material
Smothering: limiting oxygen by preventing air from reaching the seat of the fire to allow the
combustion process to reduce the oxygen content in the confined atmosphere until it
extinguishes itself
Starving: limiting fuel by removing potential fuel from the vicinity of the fire, removing the fire
from the mass of combustible materials or by dividing the burning material into smaller fires
that can be extinguished more easily
Interrupting: inhibiting the chemical chain reaction by applying extinguishing media to the fire
that inhibit the chemical chain reaction at the molecular level)
Cooling
One of the most common methods of extinguishing a fire is by cooling with water. This process
depends on cooling the fuel to a point where it does not produce sufficient vapour to burn, with the
reduction in temperature dependent on the application of an adequate flow of water to establish a
negative heat balance. For example, if the rate at which heat is generated by combustion is lower
than the rate at which it is lost from the burning material, burning will not continue.
To extinguish a fire by cooling, the rate at which heat energy is lost from the burning material must
be increased by removing some of the heat energy. This reduces the temperature of the burning
mass, reducing the heat release rate. Eventually, the rate at which heat is lost from the fire may be
greater than the rate of heat production and the fire will die away.
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When water is applied, it undergoes changes as it absorbs heat from the fire:
Its temperature will rise
It may evaporate (boil)
It may react chemically with the burning material
To achieve maximum effect, the quantity of heat energy absorbed should be as great as possible.
The properties of a good cooling agent are therefore:
High specific heat capacity (thermal capacity)
High latent heat of vaporisation
High heat of decomposition
Water is a good cooling agent because of its high thermal capacity and latent heat of vaporisation.
This, combined with the fact it is available in large quantities, makes it by far the most widely useful
fire extinguishing agent.
The role of decomposition is insignificant in the case of water but very relevant with certain
substances, such as carbon dioxide, that absorb heat in this way.
Smothering
If the oxygen supply to the burning material can be sufficiently reduced, burning will cease. The
general procedure is to prevent fresh air from reaching the seat of the fire, allowing the
combustion to reduce the oxygen content in the confined atmosphere until it extinguishes itself, for
example by:
Snuffing out candles
Smothering a pan with a fire blanket
Wrapping a person in a fire blanket
Applying a blanket of foam over the burning surface, thus separating the fuel from the air
Smothering can also be achieved by removing the oxygen in the atmosphere, thus extinguishing
the fire, for example, by:
Introducing carbon dioxide (CO2) to the immediate vicinity of the fire
Introducing an inert gas to the immediate vicinity of the fire, such as through systems
installed to protect computer server rooms
Starvation
In some cases, a fire can be extinguished simply by removing the fuel source. This may be
accomplished in a number of ways, such as stopping the flow of liquid or gaseous fuel, removing
solid fuel in the path of the fire or allowing the fire to burn until all of the fuel is consumed.
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Fires can be starved of fuel by removing potential fuel from the vicinity of the fire, for example:
Back burning forestry fires
Draining fuel from burning oil tanks
Removing cargo from a ship's hold
Creating firebreaks in peat, heathland and forest fires
Removing vehicles in the proximity of the fire
Creating firebreaks in thatch roofs
Removing tyres not affected by the fire from a tyre dump
Interrupting the combustion process
Dry powder, Bromochlorodifluoromethane (BCF) and other halon extinguishers work by releasing
atoms that interrupt the chemical chain reaction. They also create an inert gas barrier.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Develop tactical guidance and support arrangements for the hazards that may be
encountered and the actions to be taken when selecting an appropriate firefighting method

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Select an appropriate firefighting method (i.e. cooling, smothering, starving, interrupting)
Consider the impact of the extinguishing method on the fire, personnel, property and
environment
Consider the isolation or containment of the fire compartment

Control measure - Select appropriate firefighting
media
Control measure knowledge
There are many different types of firefighting media and many different ways in which to apply
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them, depending on the nature of the incident encountered.
The media chosen for a given type of fire will depend on the nature of the materials involved and
the size and intensity of the fire.
When applied to a fire, an extinguishing medium undergoes changes as it absorbs heat from the
fire:
Its temperature will rise
It may evaporate
It may chemically decompose
It may react chemically with the burning material
To achieve maximum effect, the quantity of heat energy absorbed when these changes occur
should be as large as possible.
Water
Water is the cheapest, most efficient and readily available way of extinguishing fires of a general
nature. With a high latent heat of vaporisation, it takes about six times as much heat to convert a
given mass of water at its boiling point into steam as that required to raise the temperature of the
same amount of water to boiling point. The most efficient use of water is where as much as
possible is converted into steam. The smothering effect of the steam produced at the seat of the
fire is thought to play a part in assisting the extinguishing process.
Submerging the burning materials in water can be effective, particularly when considering cooling
the remnants of fire. This can be achieved using a variety of container types, sizes and methods,
such as buckets, large refuse skips and improvised methods. Consideration will need to be given to
containing the resultant contaminated water.
There are occasions when water in any form is not effective and occasions when it is dangerous to
use, particularly where there are materials that react unfavourably with water, potentially with
explosive effects. Examples include magnesium, aluminium, lithium, potassium, sodium and other
combinations of these substances; they are commonly used in manufacturing processes. It is
important that specific sites that may store or use these materials are identified and emergency
responders are made aware of the associated hazards, control measures and planning
arrangements.
Foam
Firefighting foams have been developed primarily to deal with the hazards posed by liquid fuel
fires. Although water is used for most incidents, it is generally ineffective against fires involving
liquid fuels. This is because the density of water is greater than that of most flammable liquids so
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when applied it quickly sinks below their surfaces.
Finished foams consist of bubbles produced from a combination of foam concentrate and water
that has been mixed with air. These air-filled bubbles form a blanket that floats on the surface of
flammable liquids, knocking down and extinguishing fires by:
Excluding air (oxygen) from the fuel surface
Separating the flames from the fuel surface
Restricting the release of flammable vapour from the surface of the fuel
Forming a radiant heat barrier which can help to reduce heat feedback from flames to the
fuel and hence reduce the production of flammable vapour
Cooling the fuel surface and any metal surfaces as the foam solution drains out of the foam
blanket; this process also produces steam which dilutes the oxygen around the fire
A variety of foam concentrates can be categorised into two main groups: protein or syntheticbased, depending on the chemicals used in their production. The characteristics of each
concentrate and the finished foam they produce vary, making them suitable for some applications
and unsuitable for others.
The main properties of firefighting foams include:
Expansion: the amount of finished foam produced from a foam solution when it is passed
through foam-making equipment
Stability: the ability of the finished foam to retain its liquid content and to maintain the
number, size and shape of its bubbles; in other words, its ability to remain intact
Fluidity: the ability of the finished foam to be projected onto, and to flow across, the liquid to
be extinguished or protected
Contamination resistance: the ability of the finished foam to resist contamination by the
liquid to which it is applied
Sealing and resealing: the ability of the foam blanket to reseal should breaks occur, and its
ability to seal against hot and irregular shaped objects
Knockdown and extinction: the ability of the finished foam to control and extinguish fires
Burn-back resistance: the ability of the finished foam, once formed on the fuel, to stay intact
when subjected to heat and/or flame
The most common foam in use is in a compressed air foam system, which can be carried in
combination with traditional water appliances. The foam attacks all three sides of the fire triangle
simultaneously; the foam blankets the fuel, thereby reducing the fuel's capacity to seek out a
source of oxygen and adheres to ceilings and walls, more readily aiding rapid reduction in heat.
Also, the opaque surface of the foam, as it adheres to walls and ceilings, shields the fuel source
from radiant energy.
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Compressed air foam systems can deliver a range of useful foam consistencies, labelled from type
1 (very dry) to type 5 (wet), which are controlled by the air-to-solution ratios and, to a lesser extent,
by the concentrate-to-water percentage. Types 1 and 2 foams have long drain times, meaning the
bubbles do not burst and give up their water quickly. Wet foams, such as types 4 and 5, drain more
quickly in the presence of heat.
Compressed air foam systems can produce a wide range of foam qualities or foam types, providing
the most appropriate foam response to individual fire situations. This gives the incident
commander the advantage of tailoring the best foam type to the tactical use and fire problem at
hand. Generally, the environmental effects of foams are considered in terms of their toxicity and
their biodegradability. It is the total volume of the foam concentrate that is released into the
environment that is of concern; it does not matter by how much it has been diluted. See National
Operational Guidance: Environmental protection for further information.
Fire and rescue services also use foam for other purposes in addition to firefighting. See National
Operational Guidance: Hazardous materials
Dry chemical powders
The basis of most dry powder extinguishers is sodium bicarbonate. With the addition of a metallic
stearate as a waterproofing agent, it is widely used as an extinguishing agent in portable
extinguishers and for larger application. Dry powder is very effective at extinguishing flame (rapid
knockdown), and is particularly valuable in tackling a fire involving an incident in which clothes have
been soaked in flammable liquid and ignited.
Dry chemical powders are expelled from containers by gas pressure and directed at the fire in a
concentrated cloud through specially designed nozzles. Dry chemical powders are also tested for
their compatibility with foam because early powders tended to break down foam. The two can
complement each other at fires where foam is the standard extinguishing agent.
Ternary eutectic chloride powders have been developed for some metal fires. This type of foam
melts, and then flows to form a crust over the burning metal, effectively sealing it from the
surrounding atmosphere and isolating the fire.
Some burning materials, such as metals that cannot be extinguished by water, may be dealt with by
using dry earth, dry sand, soda ash or limestone, all of which act as smothering agents.
Carbon dioxide, vaporising liquids and inert gases
Halons (halogenated hydrocarbons) vaporise rapidly when released from their pressurised
container. The vapours are heavier than air, but when drawn into the flames, they inhibit the chain
reactions and suppress flaming. Halons have now been largely replaced with inert gases or fine
water mists because of environmental concerns.
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At normal temperatures, Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a gas 1.5 times as dense as air. It is easily liquefied
and bottled in a portable cylinder where it is contained under approximately 51 bars pressure.
When discharged, cold CO2 vapour and some solid CO2 are expelled from the horn, which rapidly
cools in the process. The solid quickly turns to gas, and some of the liquid CO2 evaporates to
maintain the pressure in the cylinder. The gas, however, extinguishes by smothering, effectively
reducing the oxygen content of the air. About 20 to 30% is necessary to cause complete extinction,
depending on the nature of the burning material.
Carbon dioxide is quick and clean, electrically non-conductive, non-toxic and non-corrosive. It is
however an asphyxiate at the concentrations necessary to extinguish a fire. The operation of total
flooding CO2 systems requires prior evacuation of all personnel.
Another fire extinguishing method is blanketing, which deprives the fire of oxygen. This is especially
useful if someone's clothes are burning. For dealing with fires such as cooking fat fryers, the best
method is to smother the fire with a fire resisting blanket.
Small fires in textile materials may often be extinguished by beating them out, or by rolling and
screwing up the material tightly to exclude the air. Beating is also the method normally employed
to extinguish heath, crop and similar fires in rural areas when water is not readily available.
See also National Operational Guidance: Environmental Protection - Fire water run-off

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Develop tactical guidance and support arrangements for the hazards that may be
encountered and actions to be taken when selecting appropriate firefighting media
Identify specific firefighting media from site-specific risk information (SSRI)
Ensure sufficient stocks and/or supplies of firefighting media are made available at incidents
within the area of the fire and rescue service
Where necessary, make contingency arrangements with neighbouring services regarding
using bulk media supplies for firefighting purposes

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Select appropriate firefighting media (e.g. water, foam, dry powder, CO2)
Monitor the effect of the media on the fire to ensure that the anticipated outcome is achieved
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Consider the potential for running fuel fires and deploy appropriate firefighting resources
Put in place covering and/or safety jets according to identified risks

Control measure - Select the appropriate
firefighting technique: Fires on board vessels
Control measure knowledge
To uphold the importance of firefighter safety it is important to ensure information is gathered
from all available sources before deciding on the tactics for firefighting. Depending on the location,
type, size and severity of a fire on board a vessel, several tactics are available to the incident
commander.
Ship firefighting and incident planning considerations should consider that any single
compartment, multiple compartments or primary containment boundary should be assessed from
all six sides of the cube where physically possible.
This may also include any preplanning for Site-Specific Risk Information incident plans where there
is a foreseeable risk from cargo operations, roll-on-roll-off-passenger (RoPax) ship and ferry
operations, cruise terminals, etc. Where such plans exist, the incident commander should take
appropriate time to re-evaluate the assumptions and tactics within the plan to ensure they are fit
for the incident they are dealing with.
If a dedicated UK fire and rescue marine response (FRMR) team are handing this incident to a
shore-side fire and rescue service, then the following terms may be used to describe the strategy
and tactics employed:
Contained
The fire is extinguished or held within an area or compartment (on all six sides) by elements of
construction (preferably fire-resisting), preventing immediate spread or endangerment of the
vessel
Maintained
The fire is 'contained' and resources are sufficient to 'maintain' that containment through
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firefighting actions (cooling, starvation, vertical ventilation or flooding)
Uncontained
The fire has breached fire resistant construction or is burning freely, but has the potential to be
'contained', by additional fire resistant structures, firefighting action, boundary cooling, ventilation
or fire protection systems
Uncontainable
The fire has developed to a stage where it is not possible to hold heat and products of combustion
within a fire-resistant compartment with the resources available and uncontrolled spread will
inevitably threaten vessel safety
Firefighting options
Using the vessel's fixed installations
Boundary cooling
Boundary starvation
Compartment flooding
Temperature monitoring strategy
Compartment smothering via lock down/starvation
Consideration should be given to the effects of sealing the compartment and monitoring the
adjacent bulkheads/decks and deck heads.
Committing fire and rescue service personnel equipped with conventional hose lines,
branches and breathing apparatus to a compartment involved in the fire
Foam application
For further information on firefighting methods refer to National Operational Guidance: Fires and
firefighting - Select the correct firefighting technique

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Have policies and procedures for dealing with fires involving vessels, where there is an
anticipated risk

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
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Liaise with the vessel's personnel regarding the availability of fixed installations and
suppression systems
Develop an intervention strategy appropriate to current situational awareness and predicted
fire development
Consider compartment boundary cooling, starvation or flooding as a strategy
Manage the vessel's ventilation systems in conjunction with the vessel's personnel
Carry out an analytical risk assessment to support the decision to re-open sealed fire
compartments

Control measure - Select appropriate firefighting
equipment: Fires on board vessels
Control measure knowledge
The vessel's personnel may have on-board firefighting systems available or in operation, such as
foam monitors and water spray systems.
Specialist vessel firefighting equipment could include:
On-board fixed installations
Carbon dioxide
Inert gas
Foam
Water mist
Dry powder
Steam
International ship-to-shore connection
A selection of firefighting couplings and controllable breechings
A selection of hoses and branches
Flat fan sprays and other flow-controlled branches
Cutting extinguisher firefighting equipment
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Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Make arrangements to provide appropriate firefighting equipment to support vessel
firefighting operations, where there is an anticipated risk

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Liaise with the vessel's personnel regarding the available on-board firefighting facilities and
teams
Choose the appropriate firefighting equipment available and brief crews on its use

Hazard - Flashover, backdraught and fire gas
ignition
Hazard Knowledge
Firefighters need an adequate understanding of the development of fires in ventilated and fuel
controlled states, so they can recognise any potential fire development conditions. Tactics such as
venting and indirect and direct application of water can then be used more effectively and safely.
A flashover is the stage where the total thermal radiation from the fire plume, hot gases and hot
compartment boundaries causes all exposed combustible surfaces to pyrolyse (release flammable
gases) and ignite when there is adequate ventilation. This sudden and sustained transition of a
growing fire to a fully developed fire is known as a flashover.
All firefighters should be aware of the phenomenon termed backdraught. A backdraught is sudden
and fierce and may occur at any stage during enclosed firefighting operations. Tragically, this type
of event has killed firefighters in the past.
A backdraught is where limited ventilation can lead to a fire in a compartment producing fire gases
containing significant proportions of partial combustion products and unburnt pyrolysis products
(pyrolysates). If these accumulate, the admission of air when an opening is made to the
compartment can lead to a sudden deflagration. This deflagration moving through the
compartment and out of the opening is a backdraught. The force of a backdraught has the
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potential to damage building elements resulting in an unstable structure.
Fire gas ignitions occur when gases from a compartment fire have leaked into an adjacent
compartment and mixed with the air within this additional area. This mixture may then fall within
the appropriate flammable limits that, if ignited, will create an increase in pressure either with or
without explosive force. Where this process occurs it is not necessary for an opening to be opened
for such ignition to take place. If an explosive force is experienced, this is commonly termed a
'smoke explosion'. Where an ignition occurs with much less pressure, the term 'flash fire' is more
appropriate.
Fire and rescue service personnel should be aware that the above phenomena are not mutually
exclusive and all could be present at the same incident.

Control measure - Understand signs and
symptoms of flashover
Control measure knowledge
The previous section provides a scientific description of events that firefighters may encounter but
most importantly firefighters should be able recognise and understand the following signs.
Signs of room flashover include:
High heat conditions or flaming combustion overhead
The existence of ghosting tongues of flame
A lack of water droplets falling back to the floor following a short burst fog pattern being
directed at the ceiling
A sudden lowering of the smoke layer (previously referred to as the neutral plane)
The sound of breaking glass as windows or glazing begin to fail from exposure to heat,
possibly causing a visible rise in the smoke layer (previously referred to as the neutral plane)
A change in smoke issuing from a window (seen from the exterior), with increasing velocity, as
if issuing under pressure, and a darkening of smoke colour towards black
The sudden appearance of light-coloured smoke (pyrolysis) from low-level items being
subjected to high heat flux from the hot gas layer
This video demonstrates the phenomenon of flashover.
Where it is necessary to use a combination of direct and indirect firefighting techniques and gas
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cooling, firefighters should take care at all times to ensure that direct firefighting jets/sprays do not
impact negatively on the conditions or on firefighting teams as they move through a structure when
deployed for internal firefighting operations.
Summary of key fire behaviour indicators
Fire behaviour indicator

1

2

Slow-moving light-coloured smoke issuing
from an opening
Fast-moving darkening smoke issuing from an
opening

Hazard information
Early-stage fire development or smoke
issuing some distance from the fire
compartment
Impending flashover
Under-ventilated fire conditions

3

Heavily darkened or heat-crazed windows

threatening backdraught or smoke
explosion

4

5

Pulsing (in and out) darkened smoke

Fire development heading towards

movements around closed doors and windows

backdraught

Very hot doors or windows (feel with back of
the hand)

Sudden reversal of smoke issuing from an
6

opening, causing smoke to head back into the
compartment/building

7

8

A rapid lowering of the smoke layer (previously
referred to as the neutral plane)
A rising of the smoke layer (previously referred
to as the neutral plane)

Under-ventilated fire conditions
threatening backdraught, smoke
explosion or thermal runaway (flashover)
The fire is rapidly developing and in need
of more oxygen (impending flashover or
backdraught), or a gusting wind-driven
fire event is occurring
Impending flashover
A vent opening may have occurred at
another location in the
compartment/building
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Turbulence or rising and falling (bouncing) in
9

the smoke layer (previously referred to as the

Rapid fire development may be occurring

neutral plane)
10

11

12

13

Heat radiating down from the smoke layer
(previously referred to as the neutral plane)
Detached 'ghosting' tongues of flame moving
around the fire compartment
Flaming combustion seen near the ceiling or at
the smoke interface

Impending flashover

Impending flashover

Impending flashover

Smoke seen issuing from closed windows,

Under-ventilated fire and impending

doors or roof eaves, as if under pressure

backdraught

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Provide information, instruction and training to ensure all personnel are aware of the
indications, safety measures and actions to take for potential flashover events
Develop tactical guidance and support arrangements to ensure the safety of personnel when
dealing with potential flashover events
Maintain systems and processes to acquire and act on operational information on the
occurrence of flashover events at operational incidents
Share operational information and organisational learning on flashover events with relevant
stakeholders

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Where flashover conditions are suspected, consider direct firefighting techniques
Consider employing a combination of direct firefighting and gas cooling to control conditions
Brief crews to carry out self-protection, door entry and compartment firefighting techniques
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Control measure - Understand signs and
symptoms of backdraught
Control measure knowledge
All firefighters need an adequate understanding of the development of fires in ventilationcontrolled and under-ventilated states, so they can recognise potential backdraught conditions.
Tactics such as venting and/or the indirect and direct application of water can then be used more
effectively and safely.
Signs of backdraught include:
Fires in tightly closed compartments, especially in energy efficient buildings
Dark oily deposits and condensation running down the inside of windows
Windows, doors and door handles that are hot to touch (back of the hand)
Rattling sounds or smoke pulsating around openings
Smoke being drawn back into openings and large air movements (draughts) seen heading
into openings as the fire searches for more oxygen
Ghosting tongues of flame seen in the compartment
Turbulence in the smoke layer (previously referred to as the neutral plane), sometimes seen
to 'bounce' up and down
Whistling and roaring sounds, sometimes denoting high-velocity air flowing in or gases
burning off in the compartment, preceding a backdraught event
A change in fire conditions, with fast-moving smoke seen from the exterior to exit at high
velocity, as if under pressure, and a steady darkening of smoke colour
This video demonstrates the phenomenon of backdraught

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure all personnel receive information, instruction and training in the indications, safety
measures and actions to take for potential backdraught events
Develop tactical guidance and support arrangements to ensure the safety of personnel when
dealing with potential backdraught events
Maintain systems and processes to acquire and act on operational information on the
occurrence of backdraught events at operational incidents
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Share operational information and organisational learning on backdraught events with
relevant stakeholders

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Where backdraught conditions are suspected, apply media and ventilate before interior
deployment

Control measure - Gas cooling

Control measure knowledge
Gas cooling is the approach of directing variable bursts or 'sweeps' of water-fog into the hot gas
layer
Essentially, this involves the distribution of finely divided water droplets into the hot gas layer using
a short 'burst and pause' (or pulsing) action at the branch nozzle as a means of reducing the
temperature in the fire gases to a point where the threat of an impending flashover is limited or
avoided. This technique can also be used where the hot gas layer is igniting and threatening to
develop into a full compartmental flashover.
In either situation, an adequate flow rate (litres per minute) and an optimum spray pattern must be
available at the branch.
It is extremely important to understand that gas cooling is predominantly a means of reducing the
likelihood of flashover and should not be considered as a technique for dealing with either a fast
developing or post-flashover fire. In such cases a solid stream (jet) directed at the fuel base
becomes the dominant technique for fire suppression.
To fully understand the effects of gas cooling, it is essential to understand what the intervention is
trying to control. Once it is understood that combustion can take place within the fire gases and
how and why it occurs, firefighters are more prepared to intervene effectively.
Combustion is a chemical reaction that results in heat and light being produced. The fact that it is a
chemical reaction means that new chemical substances are generated. Many chemical reactions
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generate heat but critically a combustion reaction will also produce light. The elements essential to
the initiation of a combustion reaction are sometimes described in terms of the fire triangle; an
ignition source or sufficient heat together with fuel and a supporter of combustion all have to be
present.
Supporter of combustion
In its simplest form, combustion is a sequence of exothermic oxidation reactions, which means that
energy (heat and light) is generated as the fuel source is broken down and an oxidant is added. This
oxidant is the supporter of combustion. Under normal circumstances, the oxidant is most likely to
be the oxygen in air.
A number of different factors can have a significant impact on the danger and intensity of a
reaction within the fire gases:
Stoichiometric mixture (ideal mixture)
Flammable limits
Flash point
Fire point
Auto-ignition temperature
Ventilation
Intervention
When water evaporates it expands to water vapour (steam); this can be anywhere within the ratio
range of 1,700:1 and 3,400:1 depending on the temperature. When restricted to a compartment,
this can have significant benefits but it also carries some risks, for example; the expansion can lead
to a significant increase in pressure in the compartment.
However, when properly applied, the contraction of the fire gases can be greater than the amount
of water vapour formed. The result should be a noticeable rise in the smoke layer (previously
referred to as the neutral plane) in the fire compartment. This benefits effective application as the
overpressure area will rise with the smoke layer (previously referred to as the neutral plane);
firefighters should not be subjected to a wave of hot fire gases and visibility will improve.
Incident commanders should be aware of:
The most appropriate firefighting media, for example, water and foam
The most appropriate weight of intervention (litres per minute), for example, firefighting jets
and hose reels
The most appropriate method of firefighting, for example, smothering, starvation and cooling
(indirect or direct cooling)
Contingency plans that are formulated, implemented and communicated to ensure the safety
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of committed personnel in the risk area, for example, committing a supporting firefighting
team

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Provide appropriate equipment and media to enable effective gas cooling tactics to be
implemented
Develop tactical guidance and support arrangements for the hazards that may be
encountered and the actions to be taken when considering gas cooling tactics for fires in
buildings

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Use appropriate gas cooling techniques and equipment for the internal conditions identified

Control measure - Consider employing tactical
ventilation
Control measure knowledge
Ventilation is one factor amongst the many tactical considerations that the incident commander will
need to consider and implement as part of their overall incident plan. When planned and
performed correctly ventilation can contribute to, and assist in, saving lives, improving firefighting
conditions to support firefighter safety and reducing damage to property.
In simple terms ventilation can be defined as:
'The removal of heated air, smoke or other airborne contaminants from a structure or other
location and their replacement with a supply of cooler, cleaner air'
In fundamental terms ventilation is something that will occur naturally as part of the fire
development/decay process. It will have an impact on the development of a fire both pre- and postarrival of firefighting crews at an incident scene, where they may encounter or be presented with
fires in various phases of development. However, ventilation is also a valuable tactical intervention
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tool/option that fire and rescue services and incident commanders should consider as part of any
overall firefighting strategy.
Historically, the traditional approach to ventilation focused heavily on ventilating after the fire to
clear residual smoke and heat from buildings or structures. The subject of ventilation has however
seen significant research and development over a number of years with new techniques and
technologies becoming available to help improve the understanding and application of ventilation
tactics.
When applied and managed correctly, ventilation can provide significant beneficial effects to any
firefighting strategy by:
Replenishing oxygen and reducing carbon monoxide levels
Controlling temperature and humidity
Removing moisture, dust and other airborne contaminants
Improving visibility and aiding navigation
Tactical ventilation is a planned intervention that requires the co-ordination of fire and rescue
services to open up buildings and structures to release the products of combustion and can be
defined as:
'The planned and systematic removal of heat and smoke from the structure on fire and their
replacement with a supply of fresher air to allow other firefighting priorities.'
As part of an overall firefighting strategy, incident commanders should always have a clear and
informed objective before commencing any form of ventilation activity. This will ensure that the full
range of benefits of ventilating can be realised including:
Improving conditions for the survivability of building occupants
Improving conditions for firefighters to enter and search
Reducing the potential for rapid fire development (flashover, backdraught, fire gas ignition)
Restricting fire and smoke damage to property
In broad terms ventilation can be separated into two basic types:
Natural ventilation
This is the process of supplying and removing air through a structure or space without using
mechanical systems. In firefighting terms this refers to managing the flow of air (flow paths) into
and out of a structure or location, using the prevailing atmospheric conditions such as wind
strength, speed and direction via structural openings such as windows, doors and vents, to clear
any smoke or hot fire gases.
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Forced ventilation
This is the process of using fans, blowers or other mechanical means or devices to assist in
creating, redirecting and managing the air flow into and out of a structure or location so that heat,
smoke and fire gases are forced out.
In both instances, additional factors related to climatic and atmospheric conditions such as
temperature and pressure will have an impact on the relative success of any ventilation process.
Type of forced
ventilation

Considerations
This is achieved by forcing air into a building using a fan. Using the fan
will increase the pressure inside the building relative to atmospheric
pressure.
The most appropriate tactic for PPV will depend on whether the inlet
vent is also being used for access/egress. If the fan has to be placed
further back because of operations at the entrance to a building, the
fan may be less efficient.
The efficiency of smoke clearance will depend on a whole range of

Positive pressure

factors including the wind direction and strength, the size, type and

ventilation (PPV)

number of fans, the proportion of the fan's air that enters the building
(fan performance), the relative sizes of inlet and outlet vents, the size
of the compartment to be cleared and the temperature of the fire
gases (smoke) in the compartment.
Firefighters should always be aware of the potential risk of increasing
the level of carbon monoxide (CO) in other areas of a building when
ventilating, either when directing/forcing fire gases through a premise
or, in particular, where using petrol driven PPV fans. Firefighters
should ensure that fans are positioned to prevent any build-up of CO.
Negative pressure ventilation refers to extracting the hot air and gases

Negative pressure

from the outlet vent. This will reduce the pressure inside the building

ventilation (NPV)

relative to atmospheric pressure. This can be achieved by fans or
water sprays.
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Heating, ventilation
and air conditioning
(HVAC) and Fire
Engineered systems

These systems are often engineered into buildings so that, in the event
of a fire, they can be operated to ventilate public areas and support
safe evacuation as well as improve conditions for responding
firefighters. These systems are normally automatic but can also be
operated by a manual override.
These systems are generally operated automatically and are likely to

Powered smoke and
heat exhaust systems

be operating before the arrival of firefighters. They can also be
operated manually but this will need careful consideration by incident
commanders as part of the firefighting and ventilation tactical
strategy.
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Figure 7: Positive pressure ventilation
Source: Building Research Establishment

Figure 8: Heating, ventilation and air conditioning system in an atrium
Source: Building Research Establishment
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Figure 9: Heating, ventilation and air conditioning system
Source: Building Research Establishment
The success of any ventilation plan or strategy will to a greater degree depend on the techniques
employed to effectively plan and manage where air will enter a building, structure or location (inlet
vent) and where hot gases and smoke will leave a building, structure or location (outlet vent),
including the route that they will take (flow path).
Fire service personnel should be aware that creating a vent in a previously under-ventilated
compartment can increase the risk of creating a backdraught.
In broad terms, two basic techniques may be considered, which present both barriers and enablers
to the ventilation process:
Vertical (or top) ventilation: making an opening at high level to take advantage of the natural
characteristics of hot gases and smoke - for example, buoyancy - allowing them to escape
Horizontal (or cross) ventilation: making openings in external walls using doors and windows
to aid removal of hot fire gases and smoke
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Both of these techniques can be employed using natural or forced means of ventilation.
Strategy
The ventilation strategy implemented at any fire will be affected by a whole range of factors but in
broad terms, the strategy should initially be based around either one or a combination of the
following:
Offensive ventilation: close to the fire to have a direct effect on the fire itself, to limit fire
spread and to make conditions safer for firefighters
Defensive ventilation: away from the fire, or after the fire, to remove heat and smoke,
particularly to improve access and escape routes and to control flow paths to areas of the
building not affected by the fire
Whatever strategy is adopted, an incident commander should always consider the benefits, impact
and effects of ventilation in relation to the situation. Many factors will influence an incident
commander's decision in this context, including any priority rescues, the presence of hazardous
materials, processes or conditions and the effects of any pre-existing ventilation, as well as the
design and layout of the building or compartment, climatic conditions and how these may affect
any tactical ventilation activities.
It is also important to consider the impact that fire loading will have on ventilation activity in a fire
situation. The nature and diversity of the substances and materials that may be encountered in
buildings can have an impact on the process of combustion and fire development, which may
increase the likelihood for peak temperatures to be reached at a faster rate. This is important from
a firefighting perspective, as this can mean that firefighters may be more likely to encounter rapid
fire development conditions at an incident.
Fire and rescue services should consider the benefit of information gathering in pre-planning
activities and on arrival. This may prove to be of great value in formulating the ventilation strategy
as well as any overall firefighting strategy. These information sources may include:
Site-specific risk information
Local knowledge
On-site plans
On-site responsible person (or appointed competent person)
Scene surveys
Fire protection plans and operational information
Building management and monitoring systems, for example HVAC, CCTV and fire-engineered
systems
Once an incident commander has gathered any initial information, a critical decision must be made
in developing a plan of attack: whether or not ventilation is to be used or appropriate.
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Where an incident commander decides that ventilation activities are not to be used, they may
choose to contain or isolate the heat and smoke in the fire compartment (anti- ventilation). For
example, this can be achieved simply by closing doors or windows to unaffected routes and protect
other areas of a building or structure. This tactic may enable occupants to escape via unaffected
routes and limit further damage and limit rapid fire escalation.
Conversely, where the incident commander decides that ventilation or an appropriate tactic is to be
used, it is generally most effective when considered or integrated in the early stages of firefighting
activity. This allows efficient search and rescue operations to be undertaken and improves the
working environment for firefighters.
The incident commander should be aware that any uncontrolled or unplanned movement of
smoke and hot fire gases can increase the potential for fire spread. The decision to use or
commence tactical ventilation activities must be part of an overall strategy and should invariably be
undertaken with a simultaneous combined fire attack or suppression plan. Ensure that the
appropriate firefighting media is available, including any supporting media such as covering jets for
external fire spread.
Locating the fire
For an incident commander, the process of locating a fire is critical in formulating a robust, safe and
effective ventilation strategy. The following factors should be considered:
Be aware that the location of the fire may be clearly evident on arrival, but it is possible that
the fire has developed in unseen areas or that it may not be visible at all. It is vital to identify
any routes of potential fire development and any flow paths that may be created, taking into
account the impact on firefighting operations and their potential to create or intensify
undetected fire development.
In the majority of incidents, ventilation should only be used when a fire has been located and
an assessment of the likely impact of ventilation has been taken into account. However, in
circumstances where the location of the seat of fire is difficult for crews to establish, tactical
ventilation may be used to clear adjacent compartments, corridors or staircases etc. to assist
firefighters in identifying the seat of fire, maintaining safe access and egress routes to and
from a risk area and also mitigating or reducing the potential for phenomena such as fire gas
ignition.
In many instances, fire crews will be able to use their human senses, professional judgement
and experience to locate the fire. However, monitoring systems such as automatic fire
detection systems or CCTV along with thermal scanning with thermal imaging equipment may
assist with this process.
When planning and developing any ventilation strategy it is vital that due consideration be given to
the impact that any unplanned or poorly considered ventilation can have. This can happen in a
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number of ways and may be as a result of one or more of the following:
Self-ventilation caused by fire damage to the building or structure
Fire crews carrying out inadvertent and uncontrolled ventilation, such as unplanned opening
of vents, doors, windows
Failure to take the creation of new flow paths into account when carrying out firefighting
operations
The effect of automatic ventilation systems (HVAC or powered heat and exhaust systems)
Air movement created by the movement of lift machinery, stock or vehicles
Air movement created by fire crews or escaping occupants opening internal and external
doors and other openings
Changes in wind speed and direction
The safety of firefighting crews and any building occupants is vital when forming a ventilation
strategy and it is important that the impact and effects of the ventilation/fire conditions process are
constantly monitored and reassessed and, where appropriate, tactics are adjusted accordingly.
The incident commander should make the safety of fire crews and any building occupants the
primary concern when formulating and implementing a ventilation strategy. The benefits and
effects of any planned ventilation must be considered together with:
Location of the fire
Location of any occupants, and protection of escape routes
Access routes for fire crews to fire compartments
Internal/external layout and design of the structure; including any fire engineered solutions
Likely fire dynamics and development
Natural ventilation, local topography that may affect wind effects and pressure differentials
Effect of HVAC systems incorporating smoke control, sprinklers and design features such as
atria and smoke curtains (see figure 9)
Impact of natural fire phenomena on fire development/conditions, for example Coandă,
stack, trench, piston effects or wind-driven fire
Potential for a dust explosion:
Give due consideration to the possibility of dust explosion when determining the overall
incident plan, as well as the ventilation strategy, if an incident occurs in a compartment,
building or other structure
Identify any potential dust explosion risks as part of information gathering in the initial
stages of an incident
Pre-planning may have identified this as a potential hazard - it can be reasonably
expected that control measures in any industrial processes will be in place and
adequately maintained
Take the potential for a dust explosion into account in the ventilation strategy - ensure
that any ventilation activities do not create movement of air that may agitate dust
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particles to the extent where an explosion occurs
The Incident commander should re-assess any actions to ensure that safety is maintained and that
any planned ventilation activities are supporting the overall incident plan, considering relevant
factors including:
Wind direction, strength
Whether ventilation is appropriate and/or the correct ventilation tactics
Whether effective communications are firmly established
The need to withdraw firefighters whilst ventilation takes place
Location of outlet vents - ideally downwind and at a high level
Whether external covering jets are in place
Whether an inlet vent is created and kept clear (ideally as soon as possible following creation
of the outlet vent)
The requirement to constantly monitor the effects of ventilation

Figure 10: Smoke curtain
Source: Building Research Establishment
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Figure 11: Smoke and heat exhaust ventilation system
Source: Building Research Establishment
Post-fire considerations
Consider:
Using ventilation post-fire to assist in clearing any smoke and other airborne particles as part
of the salvage activities.
Ensuring that bullseyes (hot spots) are identified and fully extinguished before the fire scene
is handed over - turning over and damping down will assist in identifying such areas.
Noting the movement of any items and passing details to a fire investigation officer if in
attendance
Advising the fire investigation officer or other agencies of any ventilation activities undertaken
during firefighting operations, as this may have some relevance to the subsequent fire
investigation in respect of fire development and post-fire indications
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Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Produce policy guidance for the operational use of offensive or defensive positive pressure
ventilation for fires in buildings
Develop tactical guidance and support arrangements on the hazards and actions to be taken
for the ventilation of fire gases in buildings
Provide crews with information, instruction and training in ventilation techniques and tactics

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Provide appropriate ventilation for any smoke and fire gases
Consider using tactical ventilation to improve conditions and maintain access and egress
routes
Consider the effect of firefighting tactics and the flow path of smoke on evacuation routes
Monitor the effect of wind and ventilation on the fire development, smoke and fire gases
Consider the flow path of smoke and fire gases and the potential for fire spread
Put covering jets in place prior to the creation of exhaust vents, where possible
Consider using appropriate ventilation techniques for any products of combustion
Assess impact of tunnel on smoke travel and identify location and effectiveness of exhaust
vents

Control measure - Personal protective
equipment (PPE): Fires and firefighting
Control measure knowledge
Personal protective equipment (PPE) for firefighting purposes is a key requirement for fire and
rescue services. Services should provide PPE for firefighting that conforms to BS EN 469:2005
Protective clothing for firefighters — Performance requirements for protective clothing for
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firefighting.
Fire service personnel should be aware that in the event of flashover, structural firefighting PPE on
its own is unlikely to provide adequate protection to the wearer.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that the types of personal protective equipment (PPE) used comply with relevant
standards and meet the requirements of their risk assessment for fires and firefighting

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that Firefighting PPE is worn in accordance with service risk assessment, procedures
and training
Consider the need for additional PPE where compatible with firefighting PPE (e.g. high
visibility, eye protection)

Control measure - Respiratory protective
equipment
Control measure knowledge
Respiratory protective equipment (RPE) is a type of personal protective equipment designed to
protect the wearer from breathing in harmful substances, or from oxygen-deficient atmospheres,
when other controls are either not possible or are insufficient on their own.
The use of RPE allows efficient, effective and safe working practices to be adopted at incidents of all
sizes and type where an irrespirable atmosphere presents a hazard to personnel. There are two
main types of RPE; respirators and breathing apparatus (BA).
Further information about the use of RPE can be found in the British Standards Institution (BSI)
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publication, ISO/TS 16975-1:2016 Respiratory protective devices – Selection, use and maintenance:
Establishing and implementing a respiratory protective device programme.
Respirators
Respirators are filtering devices that remove contaminants from the air being breathed in; nonpowered respirators rely on the wearer breathing to draw air through the filter. Respirators are not
suitable for use in oxygen-deficient atmospheres.
Breathing apparatus
Breathing apparatus (BA) requires a supply of breathing-quality air from an independent source
such as an air cylinder. Breathing apparatus (BA) enables firefighters to breathe safely in otherwise
irrespirable atmospheres. The use of BA as a control measures is likely to be applied as part of the
incident plan for any incident involving:
Smoke and fire gases
Working in confined spaces
Hazardous materials including:
Asphyxiants
Dusts
Toxic, flammable or explosive substances
Airlines
Airline equipment supplies air to the wearer from a cylinder that is located remotely from them.
The technical procedures for the specific airline equipment in use should be followed. Airline
equipment should only be used by trained and competent personnel. It be appropriately used and
maintained, to avoid the air supply to BA wearers being compromised.
Following an appropriate risk assessment, it may be decided to use airline equipment to provide
breathing apparatus capability. Its use may be appropriate:
If an extended air supply to self-contained BA wearers is required
If use of self-contained BA is unsuitable
At incidents in the open, where airlines are used to provide a breathable atmosphere without
the weight of a self-contained BA set
For specialist operations that involve restricted access
Although the use of airline equipment reduces the overall weight carried by a BA wearer and can
provide a limitless supply of air, the physiological limitations of the BA wearer should be considered
when airline equipment is used.
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Face mask fit testing
If RPE is used, it must be able to provide adequate protection for individual wearers; RPE cannot
protect the wearer if it leaks.
Face mask fit testing is a method of checking that a tight-fitting face piece matches the wearer’s
facial features and seals adequately to their face. A face mask fit test should be carried out as part
of the initial selection of the RPE and it is good practice to ensure testing is repeated on a regular
basis. Further detail on face mask fit testing is provided in the Breathing apparatus foundation
material.
Further information is contained in the Health and Safety Executive’s publications:
Respiratory protective equipment at work: A practical guide (HSG53)
Guidance on respiratory protective equipment (RPE) fit testing (INDG479)
Maintenance
Maintenance is a requirement for all RPE, except for disposable (single use) RPE, and should be
carried out by properly trained personnel. Thorough maintenance, examination and tests should
be carried out at regular intervals in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
Breathing apparatus foundation material
The breathing apparatus foundation material provides the procedures underpinning the planning,
use, and command and control of BA. It should also assist fire and rescue services with:
Developing safe systems of work when deploying BA
Managing BA operations
Testing and maintenance of BA equipment
Defining roles and responsibilities for BA
Developing BA training
Readiness of BA wearers
Pre-planning for intraoperability and interoperability
For more information refer to The Foundation for breathing apparatus.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services must:
Provide personnel with suitable and appropriate RPE that fits and protects the wearer
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Ensure that personal RPE worn simultaneously is compatible and does not negatively impact
other safety measures
Fire and rescue services should:
Specify the type of RPE required for hazards identified through risk assessments and
communicate this information to personnel
Have suitable arrangements for the provision, testing and maintenance of respiratory
protective equipment
Ensure personnel regularly undertake face mask fit testing of RPE

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Carry out a risk assessment before deploying personnel wearing RPE
Ensure personnel wear the appropriate type of RPE
Consider the use of airline equipment

Hazard - Uncontrolled ventilation

Hazard Knowledge
The rate of development of any fire is directly linked to the supply of oxygen available to it.
Establishing control over ventilation should form a key part of the overall incident plan.
Incident commanders should be aware that any increase in the supply of oxygen to a fire will
accelerate the development of the fire. Experience has shown that where ventilation is not properly
controlled or coordinated, firefighter safety has been compromised and serious consequences
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have followed.
Ventilation is one factor amongst the many tactical considerations that the incident commander will
need to consider and implement as part of their overall incident plan. When planned and
performed correctly ventilation can contribute to, and assist in, saving lives, improving firefighting
conditions to support firefighter safety and reducing damage to property.
The incident commander must balance the benefits of controlled and coordinated tactical
ventilation, in line with their service policy and training, with the hazards associated with
accelerated fire growth and the introduction of oxygen into under-ventilated fire compartments.
Various natural or mechanical phenomena are associated with ventilation as well as being
inherently linked to fire development, which can have an impact on any planned ventilation
strategy. It is important that firefighters and incident commanders have an awareness of these
phenomena and the potential impact when developing an overall ventilation and firefighting
strategy, including:
Wind-driven fires
Coandă effect
Piston effect
Trench effect
Stack effect
Dust explosions
Wind-driven fires
The term 'wind-driven fire' has no formal definition under ISO or in UK fire and rescue service
manuals. It is, however, becoming the standard generic term for fires that may also be referred to
as force draught, wind-assisted, force vented or blowtorched.
A wind-driven fire may be described as one where external wind (or ventilation-forced) pressure
causes strong air movements, affecting the severity of fire spread.
Fires can be affected by wind pressure and high-velocity air movements. The impact can be
experienced in open fires or wildfires, while in buildings the greatest impact is usually experienced
with fires in high-rise structures. Where windows have failed through exposure to heat, allowing
external wind to affect the speed and direction of fire development, firefighters located in the flow
path between the air inlet and air outlet are potentially in great danger, as temperature layering
balances out across all levels, floor to ceiling.
Coandă effect
The 'Coandă effect' is described as the tendency of a stream of fluid or gas to stay attached to a
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nearby surface rather than follow a straight line in its original direction. In firefighting terms, this is
the tendency of a fast-moving stream of air to deflect to nearby surfaces. The airstream's static
pressure tends to decrease, which causes a pressure difference between the wall and areas far
from the wall. This bends the stream towards the surface and tends to keep it attached to that
surface.
The Coandă effect will influence hot gases escaping from compartments involved in fire. The effects
of convection, fire compartment pressurisation and the wind will cause smoke and hot gases to be
expelled from an external opening and usually move vertically. In some instances, the Coandă
effect also influences downward fire spread.
The Coandă effect will encourage the venting products of combustion to be drawn back towards
the face of the building, which will generate fire spread to other compartments or areas of the
structure.
While this effect is commonly considered to occur at high-rise incidents, the same effect is often
responsible for the spread of fire from ground floor compartments to upper levels when
uncontrolled ventilation occurs.
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Coanda effect
Source: Building Research Establishment
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Post-fire damage illustrating the result of the Coandă effect
Source: Building Research Establishment
Piston effect
The 'piston effect' is a phenomenon that creates a potentially large movement of air in a shaft or
tunnel when an object moves in the enclosure. The effect is more pronounced when the object's
sides are close to the enclosure walls and if the object moves at speed.
For example, a train, when moving in an unrestricted location, displaces air around it except in the
direction of the ground. If the same train enters a tunnel, the displaced air is confined by the tunnel
walls. An area of higher pressure is created in front of the train as well as around the sides. Behind
the train, an area of lower pressure is created, which is filled by the pressurised air escaping from
around the sides of the train and equalised by the flow of air from all sides of the area of low
pressure.
As the train exits a tunnel, into an underground station for example, the pressure wave, or
movement of air felt by passengers standing on the platform, is the pressure front created by the
moving train. This effect is similar to the operation of a mechanical piston in an engine or pump,
hence the term 'piston effect'.
The same effect and impacts can be created by the movement of a lift in a lift shaft. The piston
effect can influence the movement of air not only close to the lift shaft but also in the wider area of
the building or structure. These air movements will affect the ventilation flow paths throughout the
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structure and can induce undesirable air movement in relation to wind-driven fires, blowtorch
effect, flashover, backdraught or fire gas ignitions.
Incident commanders and fire crews should be aware of, and manage, these flow paths to
minimise the hazards that may be experienced during a fire where there is the potential for sudden
and rapid fire growth.
Trench effect
The 'trench effect' is a phenomenon that can produce a developing fire plume that accelerates up
an inclined surface. It is influenced by two separate physical effects, the Coandă effect and
flashover.
The trench effect can occur when a fire develops on or close to an inclined surface (approximately
25°). The flames deflect towards the surface (Coandă effect) and heat the combustible materials
further up the incline. These materials will begin to be heated, leading to pyrolysis and subsequent
ignition. Rapid fire development continues towards the top of the inclined slope until the fuel is
depleted.
The trench effect can be exacerbated by flow paths in buildings and structures as well as by
prevailing climatic conditions. The piston effect can also intensify the trench effect.

Diagram of the trench effect
Source: Building Research Establishment
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Stack effect
The 'stack effect' is the movement of air into and out of buildings, structures and chimneys and is
driven by buoyancy. Buoyancy occurs because of a contrast between external and internal air
density caused by temperature and moisture differences. The result is either a positive or negative
buoyancy force. The greater the thermal difference and height of the structure, the greater the
buoyancy force (stack effect).
Buildings are invariably constructed with provision for natural ventilation. Generally, air in the
building is warmer than the external air temperature. This warmer air rises up through the building
and exits through open windows, ventilation openings and through other forms of leakage. The
rising warm air creates an area of lower pressure in the lower section of the building, allowing
cooler external air to be drawn in through open doors, windows or other ventilation openings.

Diagram of the stack effect
Source: Building Research Establishment
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Control measure - Consider employing tactical

ventilation

Control measure knowledge
Ventilation is one factor amongst the many tactical considerations that the incident commander will
need to consider and implement as part of their overall incident plan. When planned and
performed correctly ventilation can contribute to, and assist in, saving lives, improving firefighting
conditions to support firefighter safety and reducing damage to property.
In simple terms ventilation can be defined as:
'The removal of heated air, smoke or other airborne contaminants from a structure or other
location and their replacement with a supply of cooler, cleaner air'
In fundamental terms ventilation is something that will occur naturally as part of the fire
development/decay process. It will have an impact on the development of a fire both pre- and postarrival of firefighting crews at an incident scene, where they may encounter or be presented with
fires in various phases of development. However, ventilation is also a valuable tactical intervention
tool/option that fire and rescue services and incident commanders should consider as part of any
overall firefighting strategy.
Historically, the traditional approach to ventilation focused heavily on ventilating after the fire to
clear residual smoke and heat from buildings or structures. The subject of ventilation has however
seen significant research and development over a number of years with new techniques and
technologies becoming available to help improve the understanding and application of ventilation
tactics.
When applied and managed correctly, ventilation can provide significant beneficial effects to any
firefighting strategy by:
Replenishing oxygen and reducing carbon monoxide levels
Controlling temperature and humidity
Removing moisture, dust and other airborne contaminants
Improving visibility and aiding navigation
Tactical ventilation is a planned intervention that requires the co-ordination of fire and rescue
services to open up buildings and structures to release the products of combustion and can be
defined as:
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'The planned and systematic removal of heat and smoke from the structure on fire and their
replacement with a supply of fresher air to allow other firefighting priorities.'
As part of an overall firefighting strategy, incident commanders should always have a clear and
informed objective before commencing any form of ventilation activity. This will ensure that the full
range of benefits of ventilating can be realised including:
Improving conditions for the survivability of building occupants
Improving conditions for firefighters to enter and search
Reducing the potential for rapid fire development (flashover, backdraught, fire gas ignition)
Restricting fire and smoke damage to property
In broad terms ventilation can be separated into two basic types:
Natural ventilation
This is the process of supplying and removing air through a structure or space without using
mechanical systems. In firefighting terms this refers to managing the flow of air (flow paths) into
and out of a structure or location, using the prevailing atmospheric conditions such as wind
strength, speed and direction via structural openings such as windows, doors and vents, to clear
any smoke or hot fire gases.
Forced ventilation
This is the process of using fans, blowers or other mechanical means or devices to assist in
creating, redirecting and managing the air flow into and out of a structure or location so that heat,
smoke and fire gases are forced out.
In both instances, additional factors related to climatic and atmospheric conditions such as
temperature and pressure will have an impact on the relative success of any ventilation process.
Type of forced
ventilation

Considerations
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This is achieved by forcing air into a building using a fan. Using the fan
will increase the pressure inside the building relative to atmospheric
pressure.
The most appropriate tactic for PPV will depend on whether the inlet
vent is also being used for access/egress. If the fan has to be placed
further back because of operations at the entrance to a building, the
fan may be less efficient.
The efficiency of smoke clearance will depend on a whole range of
Positive pressure

factors including the wind direction and strength, the size, type and

ventilation (PPV)

number of fans, the proportion of the fan's air that enters the building
(fan performance), the relative sizes of inlet and outlet vents, the size
of the compartment to be cleared and the temperature of the fire
gases (smoke) in the compartment.
Firefighters should always be aware of the potential risk of increasing
the level of carbon monoxide (CO) in other areas of a building when
ventilating, either when directing/forcing fire gases through a premise
or, in particular, where using petrol driven PPV fans. Firefighters
should ensure that fans are positioned to prevent any build-up of CO.
Negative pressure ventilation refers to extracting the hot air and gases

Negative pressure

from the outlet vent. This will reduce the pressure inside the building

ventilation (NPV)

relative to atmospheric pressure. This can be achieved by fans or
water sprays.

Heating, ventilation
and air conditioning
(HVAC) and Fire
Engineered systems

These systems are often engineered into buildings so that, in the event
of a fire, they can be operated to ventilate public areas and support
safe evacuation as well as improve conditions for responding
firefighters. These systems are normally automatic but can also be
operated by a manual override.
These systems are generally operated automatically and are likely to

Powered smoke and
heat exhaust systems

be operating before the arrival of firefighters. They can also be
operated manually but this will need careful consideration by incident
commanders as part of the firefighting and ventilation tactical
strategy.
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Figure 7: Positive pressure ventilation
Source: Building Research Establishment
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Figure 8: Heating, ventilation and air conditioning system in an atrium
Source: Building Research Establishment
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Figure 9: Heating, ventilation and air conditioning system
Source: Building Research Establishment
The success of any ventilation plan or strategy will to a greater degree depend on the techniques
employed to effectively plan and manage where air will enter a building, structure or location (inlet
vent) and where hot gases and smoke will leave a building, structure or location (outlet vent),
including the route that they will take (flow path).
Fire service personnel should be aware that creating a vent in a previously under-ventilated
compartment can increase the risk of creating a backdraught.
In broad terms, two basic techniques may be considered, which present both barriers and enablers
to the ventilation process:
Vertical (or top) ventilation: making an opening at high level to take advantage of the natural
characteristics of hot gases and smoke - for example, buoyancy - allowing them to escape
Horizontal (or cross) ventilation: making openings in external walls using doors and windows
to aid removal of hot fire gases and smoke
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Both of these techniques can be employed using natural or forced means of ventilation.
Strategy
The ventilation strategy implemented at any fire will be affected by a whole range of factors but in
broad terms, the strategy should initially be based around either one or a combination of the
following:
Offensive ventilation: close to the fire to have a direct effect on the fire itself, to limit fire
spread and to make conditions safer for firefighters
Defensive ventilation: away from the fire, or after the fire, to remove heat and smoke,
particularly to improve access and escape routes and to control flow paths to areas of the
building not affected by the fire
Whatever strategy is adopted, an incident commander should always consider the benefits, impact
and effects of ventilation in relation to the situation. Many factors will influence an incident
commander's decision in this context, including any priority rescues, the presence of hazardous
materials, processes or conditions and the effects of any pre-existing ventilation, as well as the
design and layout of the building or compartment, climatic conditions and how these may affect
any tactical ventilation activities.
It is also important to consider the impact that fire loading will have on ventilation activity in a fire
situation. The nature and diversity of the substances and materials that may be encountered in
buildings can have an impact on the process of combustion and fire development, which may
increase the likelihood for peak temperatures to be reached at a faster rate. This is important from
a firefighting perspective, as this can mean that firefighters may be more likely to encounter rapid
fire development conditions at an incident.
Fire and rescue services should consider the benefit of information gathering in pre-planning
activities and on arrival. This may prove to be of great value in formulating the ventilation strategy
as well as any overall firefighting strategy. These information sources may include:
Site-specific risk information
Local knowledge
On-site plans
On-site responsible person (or appointed competent person)
Scene surveys
Fire protection plans and operational information
Building management and monitoring systems, for example HVAC, CCTV and fire-engineered
systems
Once an incident commander has gathered any initial information, a critical decision must be made
in developing a plan of attack: whether or not ventilation is to be used or appropriate.
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Where an incident commander decides that ventilation activities are not to be used, they may
choose to contain or isolate the heat and smoke in the fire compartment (anti- ventilation). For
example, this can be achieved simply by closing doors or windows to unaffected routes and protect
other areas of a building or structure. This tactic may enable occupants to escape via unaffected
routes and limit further damage and limit rapid fire escalation.
Conversely, where the incident commander decides that ventilation or an appropriate tactic is to be
used, it is generally most effective when considered or integrated in the early stages of firefighting
activity. This allows efficient search and rescue operations to be undertaken and improves the
working environment for firefighters.
The incident commander should be aware that any uncontrolled or unplanned movement of
smoke and hot fire gases can increase the potential for fire spread. The decision to use or
commence tactical ventilation activities must be part of an overall strategy and should invariably be
undertaken with a simultaneous combined fire attack or suppression plan. Ensure that the
appropriate firefighting media is available, including any supporting media such as covering jets for
external fire spread.
Locating the fire
For an incident commander, the process of locating a fire is critical in formulating a robust, safe and
effective ventilation strategy. The following factors should be considered:
Be aware that the location of the fire may be clearly evident on arrival, but it is possible that
the fire has developed in unseen areas or that it may not be visible at all. It is vital to identify
any routes of potential fire development and any flow paths that may be created, taking into
account the impact on firefighting operations and their potential to create or intensify
undetected fire development.
In the majority of incidents, ventilation should only be used when a fire has been located and
an assessment of the likely impact of ventilation has been taken into account. However, in
circumstances where the location of the seat of fire is difficult for crews to establish, tactical
ventilation may be used to clear adjacent compartments, corridors or staircases etc. to assist
firefighters in identifying the seat of fire, maintaining safe access and egress routes to and
from a risk area and also mitigating or reducing the potential for phenomena such as fire gas
ignition.
In many instances, fire crews will be able to use their human senses, professional judgement
and experience to locate the fire. However, monitoring systems such as automatic fire
detection systems or CCTV along with thermal scanning with thermal imaging equipment may
assist with this process.
When planning and developing any ventilation strategy it is vital that due consideration be given to
the impact that any unplanned or poorly considered ventilation can have. This can happen in a
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number of ways and may be as a result of one or more of the following:
Self-ventilation caused by fire damage to the building or structure
Fire crews carrying out inadvertent and uncontrolled ventilation, such as unplanned opening
of vents, doors, windows
Failure to take the creation of new flow paths into account when carrying out firefighting
operations
The effect of automatic ventilation systems (HVAC or powered heat and exhaust systems)
Air movement created by the movement of lift machinery, stock or vehicles
Air movement created by fire crews or escaping occupants opening internal and external
doors and other openings
Changes in wind speed and direction
The safety of firefighting crews and any building occupants is vital when forming a ventilation
strategy and it is important that the impact and effects of the ventilation/fire conditions process are
constantly monitored and reassessed and, where appropriate, tactics are adjusted accordingly.
The incident commander should make the safety of fire crews and any building occupants the
primary concern when formulating and implementing a ventilation strategy. The benefits and
effects of any planned ventilation must be considered together with:
Location of the fire
Location of any occupants, and protection of escape routes
Access routes for fire crews to fire compartments
Internal/external layout and design of the structure; including any fire engineered solutions
Likely fire dynamics and development
Natural ventilation, local topography that may affect wind effects and pressure differentials
Effect of HVAC systems incorporating smoke control, sprinklers and design features such as
atria and smoke curtains (see figure 9)
Impact of natural fire phenomena on fire development/conditions, for example Coandă,
stack, trench, piston effects or wind-driven fire
Potential for a dust explosion:
Give due consideration to the possibility of dust explosion when determining the overall
incident plan, as well as the ventilation strategy, if an incident occurs in a compartment,
building or other structure
Identify any potential dust explosion risks as part of information gathering in the initial
stages of an incident
Pre-planning may have identified this as a potential hazard - it can be reasonably
expected that control measures in any industrial processes will be in place and
adequately maintained
Take the potential for a dust explosion into account in the ventilation strategy - ensure
that any ventilation activities do not create movement of air that may agitate dust
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particles to the extent where an explosion occurs
The Incident commander should re-assess any actions to ensure that safety is maintained and that
any planned ventilation activities are supporting the overall incident plan, considering relevant
factors including:
Wind direction, strength
Whether ventilation is appropriate and/or the correct ventilation tactics
Whether effective communications are firmly established
The need to withdraw firefighters whilst ventilation takes place
Location of outlet vents - ideally downwind and at a high level
Whether external covering jets are in place
Whether an inlet vent is created and kept clear (ideally as soon as possible following creation
of the outlet vent)
The requirement to constantly monitor the effects of ventilation

Figure 10: Smoke curtain
Source: Building Research Establishment
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Figure 11: Smoke and heat exhaust ventilation system
Source: Building Research Establishment
Post-fire considerations
Consider:
Using ventilation post-fire to assist in clearing any smoke and other airborne particles as part
of the salvage activities.
Ensuring that bullseyes (hot spots) are identified and fully extinguished before the fire scene
is handed over - turning over and damping down will assist in identifying such areas.
Noting the movement of any items and passing details to a fire investigation officer if in
attendance
Advising the fire investigation officer or other agencies of any ventilation activities undertaken
during firefighting operations, as this may have some relevance to the subsequent fire
investigation in respect of fire development and post-fire indications
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Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Produce policy guidance for the operational use of offensive or defensive positive pressure
ventilation for fires in buildings
Develop tactical guidance and support arrangements on the hazards and actions to be taken
for the ventilation of fire gases in buildings
Provide crews with information, instruction and training in ventilation techniques and tactics

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Provide appropriate ventilation for any smoke and fire gases
Consider using tactical ventilation to improve conditions and maintain access and egress
routes
Consider the effect of firefighting tactics and the flow path of smoke on evacuation routes
Monitor the effect of wind and ventilation on the fire development, smoke and fire gases
Consider the flow path of smoke and fire gases and the potential for fire spread
Put covering jets in place prior to the creation of exhaust vents, where possible
Consider using appropriate ventilation techniques for any products of combustion
Assess impact of tunnel on smoke travel and identify location and effectiveness of exhaust
vents

Hazard - Smoke and fire gases

Hazard Knowledge
Smoke is generally a mixture of fine solid particles, droplets of water and other liquids, and gases
given off by the materials involved in the fire. The most important toxic product in any fire is carbon
monoxide, which is produced by all organic materials when they burn. However, tests have shown
that a 'cocktail' of nearly a hundred gases can be detected by specialised equipment. In addition to
producing smoke, fire can reduce oxygen levels, either by consuming the oxygen or by displacing it
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with other gases. Heat is also a respiratory hazard, as superheated gases burn the respiratory tract.
Smoke is made of:
Particles: unburned, partially burned, and completely burned substances
Vapours: fog-like droplets of liquid that can poison if inhaled or absorbed through the skin,
such as benzene, formaldehyde and other volatile organic compounds
Toxic gases: carbon monoxide (CO) can be deadly, even in small quantities. Hydrogen cyanide
results from burning plastics and interferes with cellular respiration
Regulation 7(5) of the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations (COSHH) sets out
clear requirements for the control of carcinogenic and mutagenic substances, including a
requirement that exposure be reduced to as low as is reasonably practicable.
Working in smoke and darkness reduces visibility and the effectiveness of other sensory
perceptions, making navigation difficult even in relatively simple environments. When committed to
a building there is a strong possibility that firefighters will encounter conditions limiting visibility
and affecting their key human senses. For example, when deployed to locate a fire internally in a
structure, firefighters wearing breathing apparatus (BA) will often rely on touch and hearing as their
primary senses; their sense of smell will be lost and their visual sense impaired when working in
smoke and darkness.
Smoke, steam and fire gases can increase the distance electricity can jump and may result in arcing
between sources, affecting firefighter safety.
See National Operational Guidance: Utilities and fuel

Control measure - Avoid smoke plumes

Control measure knowledge
Where possible, contact with smoke plumes should be avoided by selecting upwind approach
routes and adopting defensive firefighting techniques. Avoiding contact with smoke and fire gases
will reduce the need for respiratory protective equipment (RPE) and post-incident decontamination.
See National Operational Guidance: Environmental Protection - Smoke plumes
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Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that all crews are aware of the risk to health presented by working in smoke and fire
gases

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Adopt an upwind approach to smoke plumes and fire gases, and to avoid where possible
Consider the effects of wind and ventilation on smoke and fire gases when positioning
firefighting personnel
Advise relevant agencies if a smoke plume presents a risk to the safety of the public
Consider the impact of smoke plume on downwind life risk, road users and other transport
networks
Obtain advice from the hazardous materials adviser (HMA) on the size of any downwind
protection zone

Control measure - Consider employing tactical
ventilation
Control measure knowledge
Ventilation is one factor amongst the many tactical considerations that the incident commander will
need to consider and implement as part of their overall incident plan. When planned and
performed correctly ventilation can contribute to, and assist in, saving lives, improving firefighting
conditions to support firefighter safety and reducing damage to property.
In simple terms ventilation can be defined as:
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'The removal of heated air, smoke or other airborne contaminants from a structure or other
location and their replacement with a supply of cooler, cleaner air'
In fundamental terms ventilation is something that will occur naturally as part of the fire
development/decay process. It will have an impact on the development of a fire both pre- and postarrival of firefighting crews at an incident scene, where they may encounter or be presented with
fires in various phases of development. However, ventilation is also a valuable tactical intervention
tool/option that fire and rescue services and incident commanders should consider as part of any
overall firefighting strategy.
Historically, the traditional approach to ventilation focused heavily on ventilating after the fire to
clear residual smoke and heat from buildings or structures. The subject of ventilation has however
seen significant research and development over a number of years with new techniques and
technologies becoming available to help improve the understanding and application of ventilation
tactics.
When applied and managed correctly, ventilation can provide significant beneficial effects to any
firefighting strategy by:
Replenishing oxygen and reducing carbon monoxide levels
Controlling temperature and humidity
Removing moisture, dust and other airborne contaminants
Improving visibility and aiding navigation
Tactical ventilation is a planned intervention that requires the co-ordination of fire and rescue
services to open up buildings and structures to release the products of combustion and can be
defined as:
'The planned and systematic removal of heat and smoke from the structure on fire and their
replacement with a supply of fresher air to allow other firefighting priorities.'
As part of an overall firefighting strategy, incident commanders should always have a clear and
informed objective before commencing any form of ventilation activity. This will ensure that the full
range of benefits of ventilating can be realised including:
Improving conditions for the survivability of building occupants
Improving conditions for firefighters to enter and search
Reducing the potential for rapid fire development (flashover, backdraught, fire gas ignition)
Restricting fire and smoke damage to property
In broad terms ventilation can be separated into two basic types:
Natural ventilation
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This is the process of supplying and removing air through a structure or space without using
mechanical systems. In firefighting terms this refers to managing the flow of air (flow paths) into
and out of a structure or location, using the prevailing atmospheric conditions such as wind
strength, speed and direction via structural openings such as windows, doors and vents, to clear
any smoke or hot fire gases.
Forced ventilation
This is the process of using fans, blowers or other mechanical means or devices to assist in
creating, redirecting and managing the air flow into and out of a structure or location so that heat,
smoke and fire gases are forced out.
In both instances, additional factors related to climatic and atmospheric conditions such as
temperature and pressure will have an impact on the relative success of any ventilation process.
Type of forced
ventilation

Considerations
This is achieved by forcing air into a building using a fan. Using the fan
will increase the pressure inside the building relative to atmospheric
pressure.
The most appropriate tactic for PPV will depend on whether the inlet
vent is also being used for access/egress. If the fan has to be placed
further back because of operations at the entrance to a building, the
fan may be less efficient.
The efficiency of smoke clearance will depend on a whole range of

Positive pressure

factors including the wind direction and strength, the size, type and

ventilation (PPV)

number of fans, the proportion of the fan's air that enters the building
(fan performance), the relative sizes of inlet and outlet vents, the size
of the compartment to be cleared and the temperature of the fire
gases (smoke) in the compartment.
Firefighters should always be aware of the potential risk of increasing
the level of carbon monoxide (CO) in other areas of a building when
ventilating, either when directing/forcing fire gases through a premise
or, in particular, where using petrol driven PPV fans. Firefighters
should ensure that fans are positioned to prevent any build-up of CO.
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Negative pressure ventilation refers to extracting the hot air and gases
Negative pressure

from the outlet vent. This will reduce the pressure inside the building

ventilation (NPV)

relative to atmospheric pressure. This can be achieved by fans or
water sprays.

Heating, ventilation
and air conditioning
(HVAC) and Fire
Engineered systems

These systems are often engineered into buildings so that, in the event
of a fire, they can be operated to ventilate public areas and support
safe evacuation as well as improve conditions for responding
firefighters. These systems are normally automatic but can also be
operated by a manual override.
These systems are generally operated automatically and are likely to

Powered smoke and
heat exhaust systems

be operating before the arrival of firefighters. They can also be
operated manually but this will need careful consideration by incident
commanders as part of the firefighting and ventilation tactical
strategy.
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Figure 7: Positive pressure ventilation
Source: Building Research Establishment
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Figure 8: Heating, ventilation and air conditioning system in an atrium
Source: Building Research Establishment
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Figure 9: Heating, ventilation and air conditioning system
Source: Building Research Establishment
The success of any ventilation plan or strategy will to a greater degree depend on the techniques
employed to effectively plan and manage where air will enter a building, structure or location (inlet
vent) and where hot gases and smoke will leave a building, structure or location (outlet vent),
including the route that they will take (flow path).
Fire service personnel should be aware that creating a vent in a previously under-ventilated
compartment can increase the risk of creating a backdraught.
In broad terms, two basic techniques may be considered, which present both barriers and enablers
to the ventilation process:
Vertical (or top) ventilation: making an opening at high level to take advantage of the natural
characteristics of hot gases and smoke - for example, buoyancy - allowing them to escape
Horizontal (or cross) ventilation: making openings in external walls using doors and windows
to aid removal of hot fire gases and smoke
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Both of these techniques can be employed using natural or forced means of ventilation.
Strategy
The ventilation strategy implemented at any fire will be affected by a whole range of factors but in
broad terms, the strategy should initially be based around either one or a combination of the
following:
Offensive ventilation: close to the fire to have a direct effect on the fire itself, to limit fire
spread and to make conditions safer for firefighters
Defensive ventilation: away from the fire, or after the fire, to remove heat and smoke,
particularly to improve access and escape routes and to control flow paths to areas of the
building not affected by the fire
Whatever strategy is adopted, an incident commander should always consider the benefits, impact
and effects of ventilation in relation to the situation. Many factors will influence an incident
commander's decision in this context, including any priority rescues, the presence of hazardous
materials, processes or conditions and the effects of any pre-existing ventilation, as well as the
design and layout of the building or compartment, climatic conditions and how these may affect
any tactical ventilation activities.
It is also important to consider the impact that fire loading will have on ventilation activity in a fire
situation. The nature and diversity of the substances and materials that may be encountered in
buildings can have an impact on the process of combustion and fire development, which may
increase the likelihood for peak temperatures to be reached at a faster rate. This is important from
a firefighting perspective, as this can mean that firefighters may be more likely to encounter rapid
fire development conditions at an incident.
Fire and rescue services should consider the benefit of information gathering in pre-planning
activities and on arrival. This may prove to be of great value in formulating the ventilation strategy
as well as any overall firefighting strategy. These information sources may include:
Site-specific risk information
Local knowledge
On-site plans
On-site responsible person (or appointed competent person)
Scene surveys
Fire protection plans and operational information
Building management and monitoring systems, for example HVAC, CCTV and fire-engineered
systems
Once an incident commander has gathered any initial information, a critical decision must be made
in developing a plan of attack: whether or not ventilation is to be used or appropriate.
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Where an incident commander decides that ventilation activities are not to be used, they may
choose to contain or isolate the heat and smoke in the fire compartment (anti- ventilation). For
example, this can be achieved simply by closing doors or windows to unaffected routes and protect
other areas of a building or structure. This tactic may enable occupants to escape via unaffected
routes and limit further damage and limit rapid fire escalation.
Conversely, where the incident commander decides that ventilation or an appropriate tactic is to be
used, it is generally most effective when considered or integrated in the early stages of firefighting
activity. This allows efficient search and rescue operations to be undertaken and improves the
working environment for firefighters.
The incident commander should be aware that any uncontrolled or unplanned movement of
smoke and hot fire gases can increase the potential for fire spread. The decision to use or
commence tactical ventilation activities must be part of an overall strategy and should invariably be
undertaken with a simultaneous combined fire attack or suppression plan. Ensure that the
appropriate firefighting media is available, including any supporting media such as covering jets for
external fire spread.
Locating the fire
For an incident commander, the process of locating a fire is critical in formulating a robust, safe and
effective ventilation strategy. The following factors should be considered:
Be aware that the location of the fire may be clearly evident on arrival, but it is possible that
the fire has developed in unseen areas or that it may not be visible at all. It is vital to identify
any routes of potential fire development and any flow paths that may be created, taking into
account the impact on firefighting operations and their potential to create or intensify
undetected fire development.
In the majority of incidents, ventilation should only be used when a fire has been located and
an assessment of the likely impact of ventilation has been taken into account. However, in
circumstances where the location of the seat of fire is difficult for crews to establish, tactical
ventilation may be used to clear adjacent compartments, corridors or staircases etc. to assist
firefighters in identifying the seat of fire, maintaining safe access and egress routes to and
from a risk area and also mitigating or reducing the potential for phenomena such as fire gas
ignition.
In many instances, fire crews will be able to use their human senses, professional judgement
and experience to locate the fire. However, monitoring systems such as automatic fire
detection systems or CCTV along with thermal scanning with thermal imaging equipment may
assist with this process.
When planning and developing any ventilation strategy it is vital that due consideration be given to
the impact that any unplanned or poorly considered ventilation can have. This can happen in a
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number of ways and may be as a result of one or more of the following:
Self-ventilation caused by fire damage to the building or structure
Fire crews carrying out inadvertent and uncontrolled ventilation, such as unplanned opening
of vents, doors, windows
Failure to take the creation of new flow paths into account when carrying out firefighting
operations
The effect of automatic ventilation systems (HVAC or powered heat and exhaust systems)
Air movement created by the movement of lift machinery, stock or vehicles
Air movement created by fire crews or escaping occupants opening internal and external
doors and other openings
Changes in wind speed and direction
The safety of firefighting crews and any building occupants is vital when forming a ventilation
strategy and it is important that the impact and effects of the ventilation/fire conditions process are
constantly monitored and reassessed and, where appropriate, tactics are adjusted accordingly.
The incident commander should make the safety of fire crews and any building occupants the
primary concern when formulating and implementing a ventilation strategy. The benefits and
effects of any planned ventilation must be considered together with:
Location of the fire
Location of any occupants, and protection of escape routes
Access routes for fire crews to fire compartments
Internal/external layout and design of the structure; including any fire engineered solutions
Likely fire dynamics and development
Natural ventilation, local topography that may affect wind effects and pressure differentials
Effect of HVAC systems incorporating smoke control, sprinklers and design features such as
atria and smoke curtains (see figure 9)
Impact of natural fire phenomena on fire development/conditions, for example Coandă,
stack, trench, piston effects or wind-driven fire
Potential for a dust explosion:
Give due consideration to the possibility of dust explosion when determining the overall
incident plan, as well as the ventilation strategy, if an incident occurs in a compartment,
building or other structure
Identify any potential dust explosion risks as part of information gathering in the initial
stages of an incident
Pre-planning may have identified this as a potential hazard - it can be reasonably
expected that control measures in any industrial processes will be in place and
adequately maintained
Take the potential for a dust explosion into account in the ventilation strategy - ensure
that any ventilation activities do not create movement of air that may agitate dust
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particles to the extent where an explosion occurs
The Incident commander should re-assess any actions to ensure that safety is maintained and that
any planned ventilation activities are supporting the overall incident plan, considering relevant
factors including:
Wind direction, strength
Whether ventilation is appropriate and/or the correct ventilation tactics
Whether effective communications are firmly established
The need to withdraw firefighters whilst ventilation takes place
Location of outlet vents - ideally downwind and at a high level
Whether external covering jets are in place
Whether an inlet vent is created and kept clear (ideally as soon as possible following creation
of the outlet vent)
The requirement to constantly monitor the effects of ventilation

Figure 10: Smoke curtain
Source: Building Research Establishment
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Figure 11: Smoke and heat exhaust ventilation system
Source: Building Research Establishment
Post-fire considerations
Consider:
Using ventilation post-fire to assist in clearing any smoke and other airborne particles as part
of the salvage activities.
Ensuring that bullseyes (hot spots) are identified and fully extinguished before the fire scene
is handed over - turning over and damping down will assist in identifying such areas.
Noting the movement of any items and passing details to a fire investigation officer if in
attendance
Advising the fire investigation officer or other agencies of any ventilation activities undertaken
during firefighting operations, as this may have some relevance to the subsequent fire
investigation in respect of fire development and post-fire indications
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Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Produce policy guidance for the operational use of offensive or defensive positive pressure
ventilation for fires in buildings
Develop tactical guidance and support arrangements on the hazards and actions to be taken
for the ventilation of fire gases in buildings
Provide crews with information, instruction and training in ventilation techniques and tactics

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Provide appropriate ventilation for any smoke and fire gases
Consider using tactical ventilation to improve conditions and maintain access and egress
routes
Consider the effect of firefighting tactics and the flow path of smoke on evacuation routes
Monitor the effect of wind and ventilation on the fire development, smoke and fire gases
Consider the flow path of smoke and fire gases and the potential for fire spread
Put covering jets in place prior to the creation of exhaust vents, where possible
Consider using appropriate ventilation techniques for any products of combustion
Assess impact of tunnel on smoke travel and identify location and effectiveness of exhaust
vents

Control measure - Personal protective
equipment (PPE): Fires and firefighting
Control measure knowledge
Personal protective equipment (PPE) for firefighting purposes is a key requirement for fire and
rescue services. Services should provide PPE for firefighting that conforms to BS EN 469:2005
Protective clothing for firefighters — Performance requirements for protective clothing for
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firefighting.
Fire service personnel should be aware that in the event of flashover, structural firefighting PPE on
its own is unlikely to provide adequate protection to the wearer.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that the types of personal protective equipment (PPE) used comply with relevant
standards and meet the requirements of their risk assessment for fires and firefighting

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that Firefighting PPE is worn in accordance with service risk assessment, procedures
and training
Consider the need for additional PPE where compatible with firefighting PPE (e.g. high
visibility, eye protection)

Control measure - Respiratory protective
equipment
Control measure knowledge
Respiratory protective equipment (RPE) is a type of personal protective equipment designed to
protect the wearer from breathing in harmful substances, or from oxygen-deficient atmospheres,
when other controls are either not possible or are insufficient on their own.
The use of RPE allows efficient, effective and safe working practices to be adopted at incidents of all
sizes and type where an irrespirable atmosphere presents a hazard to personnel. There are two
main types of RPE; respirators and breathing apparatus (BA).
Further information about the use of RPE can be found in the British Standards Institution (BSI)
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publication, ISO/TS 16975-1:2016 Respiratory protective devices – Selection, use and maintenance:
Establishing and implementing a respiratory protective device programme.
Respirators
Respirators are filtering devices that remove contaminants from the air being breathed in; nonpowered respirators rely on the wearer breathing to draw air through the filter. Respirators are not
suitable for use in oxygen-deficient atmospheres.
Breathing apparatus
Breathing apparatus (BA) requires a supply of breathing-quality air from an independent source
such as an air cylinder. Breathing apparatus (BA) enables firefighters to breathe safely in otherwise
irrespirable atmospheres. The use of BA as a control measures is likely to be applied as part of the
incident plan for any incident involving:
Smoke and fire gases
Working in confined spaces
Hazardous materials including:
Asphyxiants
Dusts
Toxic, flammable or explosive substances
Airlines
Airline equipment supplies air to the wearer from a cylinder that is located remotely from them.
The technical procedures for the specific airline equipment in use should be followed. Airline
equipment should only be used by trained and competent personnel. It be appropriately used and
maintained, to avoid the air supply to BA wearers being compromised.
Following an appropriate risk assessment, it may be decided to use airline equipment to provide
breathing apparatus capability. Its use may be appropriate:
If an extended air supply to self-contained BA wearers is required
If use of self-contained BA is unsuitable
At incidents in the open, where airlines are used to provide a breathable atmosphere without
the weight of a self-contained BA set
For specialist operations that involve restricted access
Although the use of airline equipment reduces the overall weight carried by a BA wearer and can
provide a limitless supply of air, the physiological limitations of the BA wearer should be considered
when airline equipment is used.
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Face mask fit testing
If RPE is used, it must be able to provide adequate protection for individual wearers; RPE cannot
protect the wearer if it leaks.
Face mask fit testing is a method of checking that a tight-fitting face piece matches the wearer’s
facial features and seals adequately to their face. A face mask fit test should be carried out as part
of the initial selection of the RPE and it is good practice to ensure testing is repeated on a regular
basis. Further detail on face mask fit testing is provided in the Breathing apparatus foundation
material.
Further information is contained in the Health and Safety Executive’s publications:
Respiratory protective equipment at work: A practical guide (HSG53)
Guidance on respiratory protective equipment (RPE) fit testing (INDG479)
Maintenance
Maintenance is a requirement for all RPE, except for disposable (single use) RPE, and should be
carried out by properly trained personnel. Thorough maintenance, examination and tests should
be carried out at regular intervals in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
Breathing apparatus foundation material
The breathing apparatus foundation material provides the procedures underpinning the planning,
use, and command and control of BA. It should also assist fire and rescue services with:
Developing safe systems of work when deploying BA
Managing BA operations
Testing and maintenance of BA equipment
Defining roles and responsibilities for BA
Developing BA training
Readiness of BA wearers
Pre-planning for intraoperability and interoperability
For more information refer to The Foundation for breathing apparatus.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services must:
Provide personnel with suitable and appropriate RPE that fits and protects the wearer
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Ensure that personal RPE worn simultaneously is compatible and does not negatively impact
other safety measures
Fire and rescue services should:
Specify the type of RPE required for hazards identified through risk assessments and
communicate this information to personnel
Have suitable arrangements for the provision, testing and maintenance of respiratory
protective equipment
Ensure personnel regularly undertake face mask fit testing of RPE

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Carry out a risk assessment before deploying personnel wearing RPE
Ensure personnel wear the appropriate type of RPE
Consider the use of airline equipment

Control measure - Employ safe navigation
techniques
Control measure knowledge
The presence of smoke and fire gases will reduce visibility and the effectiveness of sensory
perception, which will complicate the process of navigation even in relatively simple environments.
Teams deployed in breathing apparatus (BA) should adopt procedures as trained and maintain
close contact between personnel. (See Breathing Apparatus Foundation). In large or complex
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structures, additional measures may need to be implemented to ensure that fire crews can safely
navigate to and from the scene of operations and maintain safe access and egress at all times.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure all crews are trained in safe navigation techniques to be used in smoke and darkness

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Brief crews committed into the hazard area on the safe navigation techniques to be adopted

Hazard - Fires involving flammables, explosives
and combustible dusts
Hazard Knowledge
See National Operational Guidance: Physical Hazards for incidents involving substances that are
likely to present a physical hazard when involved in a fire situation.

Hazard - Fire water run-off

Hazard Knowledge
During incidents, contaminated fire water can affect the environment through direct run-off into a
water body, soaking away into the ground or by entering drainage systems. These systems may
then transport pollutants in the firewater into rivers, lakes, estuaries and the sea, groundwater, or
to sewage treatment works. Introducing a heated liquid into a watercourse is also a form of
pollution because it may cause de-oxygenation or kill aquatic organisms. See Section 1.6,
Environmental Protection Handbook.
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Control measure - Controlled burning

Control measure knowledge
Controlled burning is a defensive operational tactic to prohibit or restrict the use of extinguishing
media on fires to allow the combustion process to continue uninhibited. UK law does not require
fire and rescue services to extinguish fires. A controlled burning strategy may warrant
consideration in certain circumstances, including protecting the environment, where the benefit
from offensive firefighting does not outweigh the risks, or where available resources and media are
insufficient to successfully resolve the incident.
This operational strategy can be employed to limit damage to the environment when it is not
possible to contain polluted fire water, as it can minimise the risk to public drinking water supplies
from fire water runoff. It may also benefit air quality through improved combustion and dispersion
of airborne pollutants. It can be employed in conjunction with firebreaks as a firefighting technique
when responding to fires in areas such as moorlands or heathlands.
It is essential to understand that this strategy may have adverse effects, such as hazardous gaseous
by-products to form or increase. The balance of potential water and airborne impacts is one of the
factors that should be taken into account before implementing the strategy. See Section 3.7,
Environmental Protection Handbook.
Controlled burn considered

Controlled burn likely to be inappropriate

Life or health is not at risk or a controlled

Life or health is at immediate risk or a

burn will reduce risk to people

controlled burn will increase risk to people

There is little chance of extinguishing the fire

There is a high chance of extinguishing the fire
with minimal health or environmental impacts

Fighting the fire with other techniques could

The fire is likely to spread widely or to high-

cause a significant risk to firefighters

hazard areas

Property is beyond salvage

Important or valuable buildings are involved
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Fire conditions, weather conditions and/or the
local landscape are appropriate for
minimising air quality impacts
Fire water run-off could damage an area of
high environmental sensitivity or value
Fire water run-off could affect drinking water
sources or sewage treatment works

Fire conditions, weather conditions and/or the
local landscape are inappropriate
Drainage from the site leads to an area of low
environmental sensitivity or fire water is not
polluting
Fire water can be contained on-site or off-site

Incident commanders will decide whether to allow a controlled burn. Wherever possible, they
should take specialist advice from hazardous materials advisers (HMA), environment agency staff,
owners/occupiers and public health bodies. The decision should be communicated as appropriate,
including to the public via the media if necessary.
A controlled burn strategy may be considered at any time during an incident. At incidents where it
is expected that the fire will burn for some time it may be appropriate to use both controlled burn
and extinguishing tactics. For example, using a controlled burn in the initial stages of an intense fire
may result in lower concentrations and better dispersion of pollutants because of the high
combustion temperatures as well as reduced run-off.
The technique of introducing an accelerated control burn, which may include the use of fire service
positive pressure ventilation fans (PPV), can help to increase temperature and therefore decrease
the combustion time.
However, with both controlled burn and an accelerated controlled burn, as the fire dies back and
begins to smoulder, the pollutant levels in the smoke plume may increase, resulting in reduced
dispersion of pollutants and lowering of the smoke plume and contents in the atmosphere. At this
point an extinguish strategy could be used. Such a strategy would also give more time for fire water
containment measures to be put in place.
Controlled burn strategies may apply to industrial or commercial premises processing or storing
polluting substances but can also be useful to limit the effects of fires involving:
Agricultural premises, for example barns or BASIS (Registration) Ltd stores
Transport by road, rail, air or sea or hazardous and/or environmentally damaging materials in
significant quantities
For sites falling under the Control of Major Accident Hazard Regulations 1999 (COMAH), The
Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2010 and other relevant environmental
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legislation, fire and rescue services should liaise with site occupiers and environment agencies to
establish situations where considering a controlled burn may be required as part of:
An industry protection scheme such as the BASIS (Registration) Ltd scheme for agrochemical
stores
An incident response plan at a site regulated by environment agencies
An environmental management system or as part of the risk management plan as an agreed
environmentally best option
Certain buildings have a particularly high value, not just in rebuilding costs but also because of their
architectural, cultural, historical or strategic significance. Although it is unlikely that a building of
this type would be used to store significant quantities of hazardous or polluting substances, the
health and environmental benefits of a controlled burn must be weighed against the value of the
building when they do.
The decision to adopt a controlled burn strategy should be made following consultation with
relevant agencies, for example:
Environmental agencies
Nature conservation bodies
Public health organisations
Local authority
Highway agencies
See also: National Operational Guidance: Environmental protection

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Develop tactical guidance and support arrangements for the hazards that may be
encountered and the actions to be taken for controlled burning
Ensure that a controlled burn strategy takes into account both the event and post-event
phase of an incident
Make appropriate arrangements for mitigating pollution and informing the relevant
environmental agency and, where necessary, the local population. Liaise with the appropriate
agencies to establish air and water monitoring arrangements, both on and off site where
necessary
Identify pre-determined sites where a controlled burn strategy may be appropriate
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Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider a controlled burn strategy and communicate this to personnel and relevant
authorities

Control measure - Containment

Control measure knowledge
The principle of containment whenever practicable and safe to do so is the preferred approach to
managing incidents where polluting liquids or materials have been released or generated by on-site
activities, including firefighting.
This hierarchy should be used in most instances when containing contaminated fire water run-off
and spillages of polluting materials:
Hierarchy

Activity

Description
The most effective intervention point is where the source of
pollution can be controlled to stop or reduce the volume

1

Containment at

released. Methods include the use of clay seal putty, leak

source

sealing devices, wedges, and drums. Contaminated fire water
will ideally be contained at an incident scene either inside the
building or as close to it as possible.
The next point of intervention is as close to the source as

2

Containment
close to source

possible. This may be when it is not possible to contain at
source or where there has already been significant loss of
pollutant. Methods include the use of grab packs, booms and
pop-up pools.
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The most common way for contaminants to enter the
3

Containment on

environment is via drainage systems. Methods to prevent this

the surface

include the use of booms, clay drain mats, pipe blockers,
pumps, and inflatabe dams.
Pollutants may be contained in drainage systems if they have
already entered the system. This can be carried out using inbuilt pollution control devices in the drainage systems such as

4

Containment in
drainage system

oil separators, drain closure valves and containment
lagoons/tanks and ponds. Such a system should allow
predictable volumes of run-off to be stored, although
allowance should be made for rainfall and how well systems
have been maintained. Portable equipment such as pipe
blockers can also be used.
The deployment of booms on a watercourse downstream of
an incident is of significant benefit where a pollutant floats.

5

Containment on

Damming can be used where pollutants are mixed or do not

or in watercourse

float but is normally restricted to small ditches and streams
with low flows. Booms can also be deployed around drinking
water intakes.

See Section 3.2, Environmental Protection Handbook.
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Off-site containment is an alternative that can be considered by fire and rescue services. Foul
sewerage systems can be used to contain polluting material if approved by the sewerage company
and environment agency. When doing so take care that pollutants and sewage do not escape from
any storm overflows into the sewerage system. The contained pollutants and sewage may then be
removed.
It may also be possible to divert pollutants to a local sewage treatment works, where the pollutant
can either be treated in the treatment process or contained in storm tanks before deciding on
disposal. These tanks are present at many treatment works and are used to store the large
volumes of diluted sewage produced during high rainfall. Approval from the sewerage company
must be sought before diverting pollutants to a sewage treatment works because the treatment
process can be affected if levels of pollution are too high. This would result in the release of both
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pollutants and untreated or partially treated sewage. See Section 1.66, Environmental Protection
Handbook.
Pollution control devices such as drain closure valves, storage lagoons or balancing ponds are
installed in some surface water drainage systems. These devices can be used to help contain
pollutants if permission is given by the sewerage company, the owner/occupier or highway
authority. In some places the environment agencies keep large volume pumps that can be used to
support, supplement or replace fire and rescue service pumps.
Unless there is an immediate risk to life, containment measures can be used and advice and
guidance from environment agencies should be sought before making any attempt to dilute. Never
add detergent or any other cleaning products to spillages and never hose spillages to the drain
without prior authority from the environment agencies and/or sewerage undertakers.
For further information see the Environmental Protection Handbook.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Develop procedures for containing fire water run-off
Obtain sewerage information from local sewerage undertaker
Consider the inclusion of drainage information in operational risk plans. See National
Operational Guidance: Operations

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Minimise the impact of the incident and fire service actions on any identified environmental
risk
Consider the legal exemptions in relation to environmental protection i.e.
A discharge is made in an emergency to avoid danger to human health
All reasonably practicable steps were taken to minimise pollution
The relevant environment agency is informed of the incident as soon as possible
Consider carrying out an environmental risk assessment to identify:
Site drainage
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local surface waters and/or groundwater and vulnerability
Attempt to control pollution using a Source – Pathway - Receptor model
Consider the availability of pollution control equipment and/or pollution containment
facilities on site
Establish the location of the nearest sewage treatment works, and whether it has the capacity
to contain and or treat fire water run-off?
Inform and/or seek advice from environment agencies and/or sewage undertakers where
necessary
Consider diverting water to holding areas or sacrificial areas that will not affect firefighting
operations
Identify potential drainage routes for fire water run-off and released vehicle content
Consider future disposal options. See section Disposal
Identify the location of motorway pollution control devices (PCD) and operate as necessary
Communicate any risk to the environment to those attending the incident and relevant
agencies

Control measure - Recycling

Control measure knowledge
Pumps can be used to recycle fire water at an incident. It is important that the act of recycling water
does not make the situation worse. Consistent recycling of fire water run-off will increase the
concentration of pollution, and the risk of spreading pathogens within recycled water spray.
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Incident commanders should make sure that the recirculated fire water is not harmful to either to
personnel attending the incident or the local population.
Recycling water from mixed waste (household waste containing organic material, often nappies and
food) should be avoided. For all other recycling sites (wood, plastic etc.) recycling the fire water runoff along with other tactics i.e. controlled burn presents a viable option to reducing damage to the
environment.
Disposal of used recycled fire water may also present a problem for the fire service towards the
end of an incident. Advice on continued use of recycled fire water run-off and its use and disposal
of should be obtained from the:
Relevant environment agency
Public health body
Tactical adviser
Hazardous materials adviser
For further information see Section 3.2.8 Environmental Protection Handbook.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Have procedures for recycling fire water run-off
Where appropriate, have procedures for testing pollutants in recycled fire water run-off. This
maybe undertaken by:
Relevant environment agencies (biological and chemical sampling)
Sewage undertakers
Public health bodies
Alternative supplier/laboratories
Tactical advisers
Hazardous materials advisers/technical support teams

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Identify and assess the impact of the material on fire before the decision to recycle fire water
run-off is made
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Consider the possibility of responders and the local population inhaling pollutants within
recycled water vapour, based on their location and distance from the fire
Carry out an environmental risk assessment and monitor the impact of tactics on the
identified risk
Consider the possible recirculation of fire water run-off, to reduce water used
Consider the use of smooth bore branches to avoid blockages
Recognise the potential contamination of equipment and PPE. See National Operational
Guidance: Operations
Consider hygiene. See National Operational Guidance: Operations
Use false bottom dams or pools (made of plastic trays), containment tanks or lagoons to
reduce the possibility of blockages from particles contained within water run-off
Reduce the level of pollutants and debris in the firewater by replacing a proportion of the fire
water each time it is recycled with fresh water
Identify future disposal options. See Disposal

Control measure - Reduction

Control measure knowledge
The amount of water used can be reduced by using water sprays instead of jets and by using handheld jets instead of ground monitors. This will reduce the amount of fire water run-off.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
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Consider maintaining a stock of hand controlled branches capable of producing a fire fighting
jet and/or water spray at reduced levels of flow

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider identifying areas of operation where a reduced use water strategy can be initiated
without significantly increasing the risk of fire spread or compromising safety
Consider the impact of fire water run off on compacted materials and ground conditions
Consider a controlled burn strategy; see Controlled burning

Control measure - Disposal

Control measure knowledge
During the early stages of an incident when the fire service activities are more dynamic, it may not
always be possible to contain fire water safely. In these circumstances use of the foul sewer should
be considered for disposal. The flow rate should be controlled to avoid the foul sewer overflowing.
Failure to control the flow could result in polluting water entering the water environment. See Fire
water run-off.
At some incidents, the foul sewage system may be the best disposal option. If this is the case, the
sewerage company must be contacted. They will consider the request and take account of the likely
impact if they do not approve the discharge. Agreement from the appropriate environment agency
must be obtained before any release takes place. This can be obtained by telephone but must be
applied for and confirmed in writing later. See Section 1.6.6, Environmental Protection Handbook.
For further information see Section 3.10.3 Environmental Protection Handbook: The movement of
hazardous waste by the fire and rescue service in emergencies.
For further information see Section 3.2.8 Environmental Protection Handbook.
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Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Be aware of their legal responsibilities and possible defences for the disposal of fire water
under the Environmental Permitting Regulations 2010 and Environmental Damage
(Prevention and Remediation) Regulations 2015 (EDR 2015)
Develop plans for the disposal of contaminated fire water run off which include plans for:
Use off-site storage within drainage infrastructure e.g. balancing ponds
Use of foul water drainage
Contingencies for where the responsibility for disposal cannot be identified

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that waste products created by the fire and rescue service are disposed of both legally
and responsibly. The Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2010 (EPR
2010) provides two exceptions for the emergency disposal of contaminated fire water runoff
where the primary focus of fire and rescue service actions is saving life:
Emergency discharge and subsequent contamination of the water environment
The removal of waste by a fire and rescue services using fire and rescue service
equipment or vehicles
Consider the legal exceptions. see Environmental Legislation
Ensure that the relevant environment agency is informed of the incident as soon as possible
and is be involved in the decision to discharge
Inform sewerage undertakers if discharge is to foul the water sewerage system
Identify if the responsibility for disposal of waste produced at an incident can be delegated to
a third party based on location, material and quantities involved. Namely:
Local authority - Playing fields, public open spaces, beaches and some roads
Landowner or owner / occupier - Private property
Highways agency - (Road Service in Northern Ireland) - Major roads
Identify if there are any alternative methods of disposal:
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Suitable site arrangements for a waste disposal
Tankering away the contaminated water
Identify potential drainage routes for fire water run-off and released vehicle content
Ensure that waste products created by the fire and rescue service are disposed of legally and
responsibly

Control measure - Operational risk information
plan
Control measure knowledge
Operational risk information plans are prepared in accordance with the Fire and Rescue Services
Act 2004 and focus on firefighter safety. The plans should also include information on pollution,
prevention and control where a risk to the environment is identified at an incident.
For further information see:
DCLG operational risk information guidance
Section 2.2 and 2.3, Environmental Protection Handbook
National Operational Guidance: Operations Identify foreseeable risk
National Operational Guidance: Incident Command

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Include environmental risk information within operational risk plans

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider pollution prevention information contained within site specific risk plans
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Carry out an environmental risk assessment
Implement the environmental protection measures identified in operational risk information
Monitor the impact of fire and rescue service tactics on the identified environmental risk
Identify operation and effectiveness of fixed installations and pollution prevention measures

Hazard - Military vessels

Hazard Knowledge
The construction of military vessels is unique and differs from any other commercial sea-going
vessel. This will be due to the extensive division of the vessel into small watertight compartments
by transverse and longitudinal bulkheads with watertight hatches. This type of construction makes
internal firefighting operations difficult due to restricted and enclosed spaces or compartments.
The issue of responsibility in firefighting on board military vessels is complex and a comprehensive
understanding between Royal Navy (RN) and fire and rescue service personnel is essential;
therefore, the Joint Emergency Services Interoperability Principles (JESIP) will also apply to incidents
involving military vessels.
The following information applies to Royal Navy vessels, submarines and vessels of the Royal Fleet
Auxiliaries (RFA), in both ports and dockyards.
Responsibility
The responsibility for command and control of any firefighting operations aboard RN/RFA vessels
varies according to the state of operational readiness of the vessel at the time of the incident.
Generally, the vessels will be:
In commission with an operational crew on board, or
In an unmanned refit state (afloat or in dry dock), not in commission, in the hands of
contractors
When a RN/RFA vessel or a nuclear submarine is in commission the following procedure will apply:
On arrival, the fire and rescue service incident commander will be met at HQ1 or the brow
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(usually marked by a red flag) and escorted directly to the vessel's officer responsible for
safety
Following consultation with the fire and rescue service incident commander, the vessel's
officer responsible for safety (known as the officer of the day) will decide whether to ask the
fire and rescue service to stand by or may alternatively ask the fire and rescue incident
commander to undertake firefighting operations.
When a RN/RFA vessel or a nuclear submarine is NOT in commission the following procedure will
apply:
On arrival, the fire and rescue service incident commander will be met at HQ1 (which may be
on the quayside) and liaise with the contracts manager who is responsible for vessel
Command and control of firefighting operations
If the vessel's officer responsible for safety decides that RN/RFA firefighting resources are sufficient
to deal with the incident, the fire and rescue service in attendance should remain on standby. The
senior fire officer should remain at HQ1 for liaison and consultation purposes until a fire and
rescue service presence is no longer required.
If the vessel's officer decides that fire and rescue service assistance is required to extinguish the
fire, the senior fire and rescue service officer will be asked to undertake firefighting operations. At
that point, command and control of operations will be formally delegated to the senior fire and
rescue service officer in attendance. Close and effective liaison with RN or RFA nominated
representative should be maintained throughout the period of the incident.
Munitions
Military or RN vessels may have a quantity of small arms or larger munitions. Ascertaining the
presence and locations of munition stores will be a priority for the incident commander. Incident
commanders should also be aware of the potential for commercial shipping to be carrying small
arms for defence purposes.

Control measure - Liaise with the officer of the
day or contract manager
Control measure knowledge
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Close liaison with the responsible person for the vessel and the permission to board or support
firefighting activities will be key to any firefighting operations.
It is good practice to maintain a decision log for all incidents involving military vessels, which will
assist with any post-incident debriefs and investigations.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Make arrangement for suitable training on military vessel familiarisation, where there is an
anticipated risk

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Liaise with the officer of the day or contract manager on military vessels
Identify whether munitions are present, and/or involved, at fires involving military vessels
Be prepared to take formal responsibility for firefighting actions if requested and delegated
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